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Chapter 1
Introduction
The martensitic phase transformation (MT) is a structural instability best
known as the underlying reason for the functional behaviors shape-memory
effect and superelasticity. The MT describes a diffusionless first order solid to
solid phase transformation between a high symmetry phase, called austenite,
and a low symmetry phase, called martensite. The material transforms from
austenite to martensite as it is cooled below the transformation temperature.
Moreover, external stress, hydrostatic pressure, or, if at least one of the
phases is ferromagnetic, an external magnetic field can be used to trigger
the transformation or shift the transformation temperature. The functional
behavior associated with a field induced transformation is called the magnetic
shape memory effect (MSME).
The MSME was first reported by K. Ullakko in 1996 for the stoichiometric
Heusler compound Ni2MnGa.[1] Apart from Ni2MnGa the MSME was found
in related off-stoichiometric Heusler compounds Ni2Mn1+xZ1−x , Z=Al, In,
Sn, Sb where the exact composition is decisive for the transformation tem-
perature.[2, 3] Along with the MSME these magnetic shape memory alloys
(MSMAs) exhibit other effects like magnetoresistance [4] due to different
electrical resistivity between austenite and martensite, and the giant mag-
netocaloric effect. In general, the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) describes
a temperature or entropy change of a material subjected to a change of
an external magnetic field. The largest field induced entropy changes are
observed in the vicinity of coupled magnetic and structural, so-called magne-
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tostructural transformations, and are therefore called giant magnetocaloric
effects. This effect is expected to take a vital role in future solid-state refriger-
ation technology in order to supersede the conventional vapor refrigeration
technology since it obviates the need for greenhouse gases as refrigerants
and promises high cooling efficiency, estimated to be up to 75% of Carnot
efficiency.[5] There is a variety of magnetocaloric materials under discussion
for this purpose and among the most promising ones there are Heusler com-
pounds like, e.g., Ni-(Co-)Mn-Sn and Ni-(Co-)Mn-In because they exhibit
large field induced entropy changes and consist only of relatively inexpensive
materials. The cobalt in these alloys is added at the expense of Ni in order
to increase the Curie temperature and strengthen the ferromagnetism of the
austenite phase of these compounds.
Another aspect of several magnetic shape memory Heusler compounds is
that the martensite state at low temperatures exhibits a cluster spin-glass
behavior,[6] i.e. a magnetically frustrated state consisting of ferromagnetic
(FM) clusters in an antiferromagnetic (AF) matrix. A side effect of the cluster
spin-glass is an intrinsic exchange bias (EB) effect. EB occurs at the interface
between AF and FM ordered phases, e.g. in thin film structures, and leads to
a shift of the coercive field of the FM phase. It is commonly used in spintronic
applications like magnetic tunnel junctions where an antiferromagnet acts
as a pinning layer for an adjacent ferromagnet to ensure an independent
switching of two ferromagnetic electrodes and allows for them to be used as
logic or memory devices. In the cluster spin-glass both FM and AF regions
coexist, and therefore the EB is called intrinsic and has not yet been used in
spintronics.
The focus of this work is to examine Heusler based MSMAs for applications
beyond actuation by using epitaxial thin films. As a natural starting point we
chose to examine the potential of the intrinsic EB of magnetic shape memory
Heusler compounds for use in spintronic applications, which represents a
classical thin film domain. Therefore, epitaxial Ni-Mn-Sn films are embedded
as pinning layers into a CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB tunnel junction. Ni-Mn-Sn is cho-
sen because the exchange bias effect in bulk samples [7] and thin films [8] is
well studied and because the characteristics of the martensitic transformation
in Ni-Mn-Sn films were extensively studied in previous work.[9–11]
The second thematic priority is to evaluate the potential of magnetocaloric
Heusler compound thin films. In the field of magnetic refrigeration polycrys-
talline bulk or ribbon samples are commonly used since the absolute cooling
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capability of a material is proportional to the amount of substance. However,
the interest in thin film materials is growing because they are conceivable for
nanotechnological cooling devices since they offer relatively fast heat transfer
due to their large surface to volume ratio and also ductility if the films are
freestanding. Moreover, epitaxial thin films represent an ideal model system
for crystallographic studies on the martensitic structure because they are
single crystalline and the crystallographic orientation is determined by the
substrate. For this topic, Ni-Co-Mn-Al thin films are chosen because reports
on this compound especially in thin films are sparse in the literature[12, 13]
and for other candidates like Ni-Co-Mn-In [14] the field induced entropy
change is much weaker than in comparable bulk samples. It also has to be
considered that substrate constrained thin film are impractical for magne-
tocaloric applications because the substrate provides a massive heat sink
with ideal thermal contact to the magnetocaloric films which dilutes any
temperature change. Therefore, the magnetocaloric and crystallographic
experiments were conducted on substrate constrained and freestanding films.
This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the basics necessary
for understanding this work will be stated, starting with the martensitic
transformation, including its driving force and the origin of its microstruc-
ture in general and in epitaxial thin films. Moreover, the magnetocaloric
effect will be explained and indirect methods to estimate magnetocaloric
properties will be elucidated. Lastly, an introduction to the exchange bias
effect in conventional ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic heterostructures will
be given and the origin of the intrinsic exchange bias in martensitic Heusler
compounds will be clarified. Then, in Chapter 3, the sample preparation of
substrate constrained and freestanding epitaxial films will be explained, and
the analytical tools used for this thesis will be introduced.
Chapter 4 will present the experimental results of the implementation of
Ni-Mn-Sn thin films as pinning layers in magnetic tunnel junctions. First,
the structural properties of the Ni-Mn-Sn layer will be illuminated before
the exchange bias effects as determined by magnetization measurements, is
presented. Next, the exchange bias fields as extracted from tunnel magnetore-
sistance curves will be elucidated and compared to those from magnetization
measurements.
The main chapter (Chapter 5) of this thesis deals with the analysis of mag-
netocaloric Ni-Co-Mn-Al thin films. In the first part, the sample quality and
crystallographic properties of the films will be illuminated, where substrate
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constrained films and freestanding films are considered separately. In the
following section the magnetic properties of the films will be shown and
based on the obtained results the magnetocaloric potential of selected films
will be illuminated in the subsequent section. With all the results presented
in this chapter, a phase diagram of Ni-Co-Mn-Al films will be set up and
elucidated.
In Chapter 5 substrate constrained and freestanding Ni-Co-Mn-Al films will
be characterized by means of structural characterization and magnetization
measurements with the aim of exploring their potential as magnetocaloric
materials. The scientific findings of this thesis will be summarized in Chapter
6. The final Chapter 7 will provide an outlook on some promising work in
progress projects involving shape memory thin films related to our research.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals
This chapter will provide the relevant theoretical basics for under-
standing this work. In the first section the martensitic transformation,
its driving force, microstructure and the specifics for martensitic
Heusler compounds will be introduced. In what follows the basics of
the magnetocaloric effect will be presented. In the last section the
classical model of the exchange bias will be shown and the current
description of the exchange bias in Ni-Mn based Heusler compounds
will be given.
Further reading about the specific topics is found in, e.g., the
following references. Martensitic transformation and microstructure:
Planes et al. [3], Bhattacharya [15], Song et al. [16], and Song et al.
[17], martensitic Heusler compounds: Planes et al. [3], Auge [11],
Kaufmann et al. [18], and Niemann [19], the magnetocaloric effect:
Planes et al. [3], Smith et al. [20], and Buchelnikov et al. [21], and
about exchange bias: Nogués and Schuller [22] and Ali et al. [23].
2.1 The martensitic transformation
The martensitic transformation is a first-order diffusionless solid to solid
phase transition from a high temperature phase with high symmetry, called
austenite, to a low temperature phase with a lower symmetry, called marten-
site. The transformation is displacive which means that one phase is a
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Figure 2.1. The characteristic transformation temperatures of the forward (black)
and reverse (red) martensitic transformation.
distorted form of the other phase and involves some small displacement of
the atoms.[24] Typical structural transformations are, e.g., cubic to tetrago-
nal, cubic to orthorombic, cubic to monoclinic, or tetragonal to monoclinic.
Fig. 2.1 sketches the the temperature dependence of the phase fractions
of austenite and martensite during the martensitic transformation. The
austenite-martensite or forward transformation occurs between the marten-
site start and martensite finish temperatures, Ms and Mf, respectively. Conse-
quently, the martensite-austenite or reverse transformation temperatures are
the austenite start (As) and austenite finish (Af) temperatures. However, in
many cases it is sufficient to consider only two transformation temperatures
TM and TA which denote the inflection points in the transformation region or
even only one transformation temperature Tt marking the center of the ther-
mal hysteresis or the temperature of equal Gibbs free energy for martensite
and austenite (cf. Sec. 2.1.1).
The diffusionless structural transformation can be described mathemati-
cally as a deformation by a Bain transformation matrix.[15] As an example
the Bain transformation matrix from a cubic austenite with lattice parameter
a0 to a tetragonal martensite with lattice parameters a and c is described in
Fig. 2.2. Depending on the material both types of tetragonal deformations,
c/a > 1 and c/a < 1, are possible, where one of the lattice parameters is
larger than a0 and the other one is smaller because the volume change over
the martensitic transformation is usually small.
Since the martensite has a lower symmetry than the austenite there are
multiple possible orientations of the martensite lattice relative to the austenite
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Figure 2.2. The different martensitic variants and related transformation matrices
for a cubic to tetragonal martensitic transformation with εa = a/a0, εc = c/a0.
lattice. Those different orientations are called martensitic variants and the
number of different martensitic variants is given by
N =
number of rotations in PA
number of rotations in PM (2.1)
where PA and PM are the point groups of the austenite and martensite
lattice, respectively. So, for a cubic to tetragonal transformation we obtain
N = 24/8 = 3 (cf. Fig. 2.2) and for cubic to orthorhombic N = 24/4 = 6.[15]
2.1.1 Gibbs free energy
The driving force of the martensitic transformation is the difference in Gibbs
free energy ∆G = GA − GM between austenite and martensite. The Gibbs
free energy is given as
G = U + pV − TS −µ0HM −σεV (2.2)
with the pressure p, volume V , temperature T , entropy S, magnetic field H,
magnetization M , mechanical stress σ, and strain ε. The total energy U at
13
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T = 0 of the martensite structure is lower than for austenite due to a band
Jahn-Teller effect, which splits the degenerate 3d states.[25] Furthermore,
the volume of the martensite state is usually slightly reduced as compared to
austenite. So, without any magnetic field or mechanical stress, the martensite
is stable at low temperatures. However, the entropy of the austenite state is
higher due to higher symmetry of the structure and lower phonon frequencies,
and therefore, a higher temperature stabilizes the austenite. [24]
In addition to temperature, the martensitic transformation can also be trig-
gered magnetically if at least one of the phases is ferromagnetic. The driving
force for this field induced transformation is the difference in magnetization
between both phases which leads to a difference in Gibbs free energy (cf.
Eq. 2.2)
∆G = −µ0H(MA −MM) (2.3)
with the external field H and the magnetizations of austenite and martensite
MA and MM, respectively. Thus, if the magnetization of austenite is higher
than that of martensite, an external field will favor the austenite state and
can induce the reverse transformation, i.e. the transformation temperatures
TM and TA are field dependent and decrease through the application of a
magnetic field. Typical shifts are in the order of a few K/T. A field induced
martensitic transformation is accompanied by a magnetocaloric effect which
is described in Sec. 2.2. The transformation temperature Tt is defined as the
temperature where the Gibbs energies of austenite and martensite are equal,
i.e.
GM(H, Tt(H)) = GA(H, Tt(H)). (2.4)
Solutions to this equation satisfy the Clausius-Clapeyron relation for magnetic
field induced phase transformations
∂Tt(H)
∂H
= −µ0 MA(H, Tt)−MM(H, Tt)SA(H, Tt)− SM(H, Tt) (2.5)
which can be used in experiment to estimate the total entropy change between
two magnetic phases ∆Stot = SA(H, Tt)− SM(H, Tt) from the shift of Tt with
an applied external field.1
In the following, a simple approach[17] to estimate the Gibbs energy close
to the martensitic transformation is introduced. Since the focus of this work
1In experiment, either TM or TA is used in Eq. 2.5, they differ from Tt if the transformation
is accompanied by a thermal hysteresis.
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is on temperature and field induced transformations we consider isobaric
processes. Here, the Gibbs free energy is dependent on the temperature and
magnetic field and the following Maxwell relations apply:
∂G(H, T )
∂H
= −µ0M , ∂G(H, T )
∂T
= −S. (2.6)
Integration of the first relation of Eq. 2.6 leads to
G(H, T ) = −µ0
∫ H
0
M(h, T )dh+ f (T ) (2.7)
where f (T) is the field independent part of the Gibbs free energy.[17] By
combining Eq. 2.6 with the definition of the heat capacity, we obtain
C(H, T ) = T
∂S(H, T )
∂T
= −T ∂2G(H, T )
∂T 2
(2.8)
which means that the zero field heat capacity is given as
C(0, T ) = −T f ′′(T ). (2.9)
From this, the field independent contribution to the Gibbs free energy is
obtained by integration
f (T ) = f (T0) +
∫ T
T0

f ′(T0)−
∫ T
T0
C(0, t1)
T
dt1

dt2 (2.10)
where as reference temperature T0 usually the zero field transformation
temperature (T0 = Tt(H = 0)) is chosen. f (T0) and f ′(T0) then denote
integral constants. Using Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 we obtain the entropy function
S(H, T ) = µ0
∫ H
0
∂M(h, T )
∂T
dh+
∫ T
T0
C(0, t)
t
dt − f ′(T0) (2.11)
Furthermore, at temperatures close to the phase transformation and if the
field induced shift of Tt is small, it is often a good approximation to treat
the heat capacities for each phase as constants CA and CM for austenite and
martensite, respectively. So, the zero field entropy functions become
SM(0, T ) = CMln(T/T0)− f ′M(T0), (2.12)
SA(0, T ) = CA ln(T/T0)− f ′A(T0). (2.13)
15
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The difference of the integration constants yields the zero field latent heat
L = [SA(0, T0)− SM(0, T0)] T0 (2.14)
and without loss of generality the integration constants are chosen to be
f ′M(T0) = 0, f
′
A(T0) = −L/T0. (2.15)
So, the field independent Gibbs free energy (Eq. 2.10) becomes
fM(T ) = −CM[T0 − T + T ln(T/T0)] + fM(T0), (2.16)
fA(T ) = −CA [T0 − T + T ln(T/T0)]− L(T − T0)/T0 + fA(T0), (2.17)
and due to the condition that the Gibbs free energies of both phases are
equal at the phase transition (GM(0, T0) = GA(0, T0)), the integral constants
are chosen to be fM(T0) = fA(T0) = 0.
For the magnetic part of the Gibbs free energy one can model the magneti-
zation functions of each phase according to molecular field theory by
M(H, T ) = NvµmB j

µmµ0 (γM + H)
kBT

(2.18)
with the magnetic moment per formula unit µm, the number of spins per
unit volume Nv, the molecular field constant γ, the Boltzmann constant kB,
and the jth Brillouin function
B j(z) =
2 j + 1
2 j
coth

2 j + 1
2 j
z

− 1
2 j
coth

z
2 j

. (2.19)
The final Gibbs free energy planes G(H, T) of each phase are estimated
using the above considerations and plotted in Fig. 2.3(a).2 High temperatures
and magnetic fields favor the austenite phase over the martensite phase.
The intersection of both planes, i.e. the phase boundary, marks the field
dependent transformation temperature Tt(H), which is described by the
Clausius-Clapeyron relation (Eq. 2.5).
2The third law of thermodynamics dictates that G(T ) must be monotonically decreasing for
all temperatures (i.e. S(T )> 0). To fix this, one could add a contribution aT + b to f (T )
without changing the message of this chapter.
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H
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0
Figure 2.3. Gibbs free energy. (a) Typical temperature and field dependence of the
Gibbs free energy of austenite (orange) and martensite (blue), calculated using the
approximations given in the text. High temperatures as well as high fields stabilize
the austenite phase. The phase boundary highlighted by a green line represents
Tt(H), which is also shown in (b). The dashed line is an extrapolation according to
Song et al. [17].
The above considerations do not take into account the thermal hysteresis
which is observed between the forward and reverse martensitic transfor-
mation. The transformation is driven by nucleation and growth of new
phase nuclei, which causes an energy barrier and prevents the transforma-
tion directly at parity between GM and GA. The transformation starts as the
nucleation barrier is exceeded by undercooling to the temperature Ms < Tt
for the forward transformation or overheating to As > Tt for the reverse
transformation and finishes after further undercooling or overheating at
Mf < Ms or Af > As, respectively.
2.1.2 Martensitic microstructure
As mentioned above, at the critical temperature Tt martensite and austenite
have the same Gibbs energy. The landscape of the joint Gibbs energy G of
martensite and austenite depending on the lattice deformation around the
martensitic transformation can schematically be described as in Fig. 2.4. At
high temperatures above Tt the energy minimum is at zero deformation,
therefore, the austenite is stable. At low temperatures the energy minimum
is at finite deformations related to the transformation matrices U1 and U2,
which means that the martensite is stable. However, the final deformation
state the system will reach at low temperature is subject to boundary con-
17
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G
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(U1) (I) (U2)
Figure 2.4. Gibbs free energy density as a function of the deformation at different
temperatures. Adapted from Bhattacharya [15].
ditions which usually do not correspond to one of the energy wells. If the
boundary condition is somewhere in between the energy wells, the system
can accommodate it by making a mixture of the different wells so as to meet
the boundary condition on average. This leads to fine twinning of the marten-
site phase. One important boundary condition is that of a coherent habit
plane i.e. the martensite-austenite interface. Mathematically, the kinematic
compatibility condition
F −G = a⊗ nˆ (2.20)
ensures an invariant plane between two regions with deformations F and
G where a and nˆ are some vectors. nˆ is the normal vector of the interface
between the two regions.
For the austenite-martensite interface one of the matrices is the identity
I and the other is QUI where UI corresponds to the Ith martensite variant
and Q is some rotation. This example is visualized in Fig. 2.5(b) for the two
dimensional case. In this 2D example a coherent habit plane is possible for a
single martensitic variant, but it is already visible that the habit plane does
generally not coincide with a low-indexed lattice plane.
For the austenite-martensite interface in the 3D case it can be shown that
Eq. 2.20 is only valid if one eigenvalue of the transformation matrixU is equal
to one, one smaller than one and one greater than one.[15] Generally, this
condition is not fulfilled. This obstacle can be overcome by the martensite
18
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U1
U2
I
QMU1  
U2I
QAU1  (a) (c)(b)
Figure 2.5. Kinematic compatibility condition between martensite and austenite.
(a) The austenite transforms into the variants with transformation matrices U1 and
U2. (b) and (c) visualize the habit plane equation (Eq. 2.22) and twinning equation
(Eq. 2.21), respectively. The habit plane equation is fulfilled for λ= 1 in this two
dimensional example.
phase by building up fine twins at the interface to the austenite. If we
consider an alternation of two martensitic variants I and J at the habit plane
with variant fractions λ and 1−λ, it is possible to form an exact habit plane
if the following two equations based on the compatibility condition Eq. 2.20
are satisfied for some rotations Q, QI and QJ and vectors a, b, nˆ and mˆ:
QUJ −UI = a⊗ nˆ (2.21)
λQJUJ + (1−λ)QIUI − I = b⊗ mˆ (2.22)
Equation 2.21 is the twinning equation and is fulfilled if an invariant plane
between the two variants with transformation matrices UI and UJ exists.
Equation 2.22 is the austenite-martensite interface equation. If the twins are
not atomically small, an interpolation layer will form between austenite and
martensite where the deformations match none of the energy wells shown
in Fig. 2.4. If L is the length of the austenite-martensite interface, λL/n
and (1−λ)L/n are the variant width where n is the number of twins. The
thickness of the interpolation layer is then ξ/n (cf. Fig. 2.6).
The relevant energy contributions of the martensitic microstructure are
the deformation energy and the interface energy. In order to minimize the
deformation while fulfilling the boundary condition at the habit plane, a
fine mixture of twins is necessary, optimally n→∞. However, the interface
energy increases with the number of twin boundaries, and thus far away from
19
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Figure 2.6. Microstructure at the austenite-martensite interface. (a) shows an
alternation of two martensitic variants I and J at the habit plane. In (b) the sequence
of deformations that meet the conditions Eq. 2.21 and Eq. 2.22 is sketched. A = QIUI
and B = QJUJ are the deformations corresponding to variants I and J and λ and
(1−λ) are the phase fractions. mˆ and nˆ are the orientations of the habit plane and
the twinning plane, respectively. ξ/n is the width of the interpolation layer between
austenite and martensite with a total number of n twins at the interface.
the habit plane n→ 0 is preferable. In reality, a microstructure as seen in
Fig. 2.7 is observed close to the habit plane. The martensite builds up a fine
laminate structure close to the habit plane and the variant width increases
with increasing distance. This refinement process towards the interface is
called branching.[15]
Despite a coherent interface to the austenite, it is also important for the
martensitic structure to be able to embed within the austenite without gen-
erating macroscopic deformations. This so-called self-accommodation is of
great importance for martensitic thin films on rigid substrates because the
substrate prohibits any macroscopic deformation of the material. For a cubic
austenite the necessary and sufficient condition for self-accommodation is
volume preservation during the martensitic transformation. Mathematically
this means detUI = 1.
Self-accommodation is the key condition for the functional behavior of
martensitic materials and the following effects are only found in materials
with only small volume change during the martensitic transformation. The
most popular effect is the shape memory effect. This means that a material
which was deformed in the martensite state recovers its original shape when
transformed back to austenite. The effect is sketched in Fig. 2.8(a). In step 1
20
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Figure 2.7. Optical micrograph of the martensite-austenite interface of Cu-Al-Ni.
Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials (Cui et al.
[26]), ©2006.
the material is in the austenite state, under cooling the material transforms
into the martensite state without changing its macroscopic shape. An external
stress σ favors martensitic variants with the long axis parallel to its direction
and thus the material deforms (step 3). In step 4 the original shape can be
recovered during the reverse transformation due to the displacive nature of
the martensitic transformation.
A related effect is superelasticity (Fig. 2.8(b)). Here, the temperature of
the material is kept constant slightly above the martensitic transformation
temperature TM. If stress is applied now, the material will first expand ac-
cording to its elastic modulus. Under higher stress, however, it will transform
into the martensite state with variants that have their long axis parallel to the
stress direction. After releasing the stress the material will transform back
to austenite. Superelasticity is widely used in medical braces and spectacle
frames. The most prominent material for both superelasticity and shape
memory effect is Ni-Ti around the equiatomic composition.
Furthermore, analogue to the shape-memory effect there is also the mag-
netic shape memory effect where, depending on the magnetic properties of
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Figure 2.8. Sketches of (a) the conventional shape memory effect, (b) superelastic-
ity, (c) the shape memory effect type 1 and (d) shape memory effect type 2. The
basis for type 1 is a magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the martensite phase, and for
type 2 a magnetization difference between martensite and austenite. Inspired by
Planes et al. [3].
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the material, an applied magnetic field has a similar effect as an external
stress (type 1) or a temperature change (type 2): If the martensite state is
magnetic, it is likely to show magnetocrystalline anisotropy due to the low
symmetry. An external magnetic field will then favor martensitic variants
with their magnetic easy axis parallel to the external field. Thus, the mag-
netic field can have a similar effect on the martensite to that of external
stress (cf. Fig. 2.8(c)). The effect was found by Ullakko et al. [1] in 1996
in a Ni2MnGa single crystal and later up to 10 % field induced strain was
measured in off-stoichiometric Ni2MnGa based single crystals.[3, 27] The
type 2 magnetic shape memory effect (Fig. 2.8) is based on a field induced
transformation due to a magnetization difference between martensite and
austenite (cf. Sec. 2.1.1).
As sketched in Fig. 2.1, the martensitic transformation is accompanied
by a thermal hysteresis between the forward and reverse transformations.
The hysteresis resembles the energy barrier on the transformation path
between the austenite and martensite. Two important factors for the hystere-
sis width are kinematic compatibility at the austenite-martensite interface
and the volume change during transformation. The hysteresis is narrow if
an exact austenite-martensite interface exists and if the martensite is self-
accommodating. However, other physical parameters like the interfacial
energy constant, the elastic moduli, transformation temperature and latent
heat can also influence the hysteresis width.[26, 28]
Freestanding thin films
In thin films with two free surfaces the kinematic compatibility conditions for
forming an interface between two martensitic variants or between one variant
and austenite are less restrictive than for bulk. The conditions Eq. 2.21 and
Eq. 2.22 for an invariant plane are simplified to invariant line conditions
(QU I − I) eˆ = 0, eˆ · eˆ3 = 0 (2.23)
(QU I −UJ) eˆ = 0, eˆ · eˆ3 = 0 (2.24)
where eˆ is a unit vector and eˆ3 is normal to the film plane. As a result, under
certain conditions it is possible for a single variant to form an exact interface
to austenite.[15] The films relevant in this work are grown in [001]cubic
direction and the condition for tetragonal martensite for the variants 1 and
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Figure 2.9. Magnetic and structural phase diagram of Ni2Mn2−xSnx . Figure taken
from Auge [11]. The data points are taken from Planes et al. [3].
2 from Fig. 2.2 is (ε2a − 1)(ε2b − 1)≤ 0. For variant 3 with out of plane c-axis
the invariant line condition with the austenite (Eq. 2.23) cannot be fulfilled.
Martensite-martensite interfaces between each pair of variants are, however,
possible in bulk and thin films. The twin boundaries coincide with {110}cubic
lattice planes.
2.1.3 Martensitic transformation in Ni-Mn-based Heusler
compounds
Several full-Heusler compounds from the Ni2MnZ family where Z stands
for, e.g., Al, Ga, Ge, In, Sn, or Sb, are known to exhibit martensitic trans-
formations. Except for Ni2MnGa, all of these only show the martensitic
transformation in off-stoichiometric compounds where Mn is partly substi-
tuted for Z. The martensitic transformation temperature in those compounds
is highly dependent on the valence electron concentration per atom, e/a,
and hence, on the composition.[3, 29] As an example, the phase diagram
for Ni2Mn1+xSn1−x is given in Fig. 2.9.
In Fig. 2.10(a) the austenite crystal structure of Ni2Mn1+xZ1−x Heusler
compounds is sketched. The L21 structure is a face centered cubic structure
(space group Fm3m) with a four atom basis. The coordinates of the basis
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Figure 2.10. Crystal structures and notations of austenite and martensite. (a) shows
the L21 unit cell of Ni2Mn1+xZ1−x Heusler compounds and (b) shows the tetragonal
distorted cell, which is denoted as ‘NM’. (c) shows the corresponding bct D022 unit
cell and the relation between NM and bct cells is depicted in (d) in top view. (e)
and (f) show 10M and 14M monoclinic tetragonal structures.
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where Ni
occupies the C and D sites, Mn the B site and due to the off-stoichiometry,
the A site is partly occupied by Z and partly by the excess Mn atoms. In
Wycoff notation, the A site is called 4a, the B site 4b and C and D are 8a
sites. Intermixing of the atoms at the 4a and 4b positions (i.e. Mn and Z)
leads to B2 (Pm3¯m) structure, which is a common type of chemical disorder
of the Heusler structure.[30]
Common martensitic crystal structures in these alloys are tetragonal D022
for L21 ordered austenite or L10 for B2 ordered austenite, and the modulated
monoclinic structures 10M and 14M (‘M’ stands for monoclinic), which for B2
austenite are often also denoted as 5M and 7M, respectively. Figure 2.10(b)
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and 2.10(c) show the relationship between the body centered tetragonal
(bct) unit cell and the L21 unit cell. The tetragonal structure is obtained from
the cubic structure by distortion along one of the cubic axes and redefining
the unit cell where two of the axes are obtained from 〈110〉L21 axes (see
Fig. 2.10(d)). For better comparability to the L21 structure we will use the
lattice constants of the tetragonally distorted L21 ‘NM’ cell with all edges
parallel to the cubic unit cell and the lattice parameters aNM and cNM. NM
stands for non-modulated martensite in contrast to the modulated structures
which are described below. The relations between the lattice constants of
the bct and the NM unit cell are simply aNM =
p
2 abct and cNM = cbct.
The modulated structures 10M and 14M are depicted in Fig. 2.10(e)
and 2.10(f). They are both obtained from periodic stacking of (110) type
austenite planes where each plane is slightly displaced in [11¯0] direction
relative to the neighboring planes. The periodicity of the modulation is (52¯)2
for 14M and (32¯)2 for 10M martensite. According to Khachaturyan et al. [31]
the modulated structures can be interpreted as periodically nanotwinned bct
structure which forms as an adaptive phase at the habit plane. Due to a twin
coarsening mechanism, larger NM twins can originate from this structure with
increasing distance to the habit plane. This coarsening does not necessarily
occur since the total energies of the NM and the 14M martensite can be
almost degenerate.[32] However, if larger NM variants originate from the
14M structure they must have the same crystallographic orientation as the
nanotwinned variants.[33] This requirement was used to prove the concept
of adaptive martensite for epitaxial Ni-Mn-Ga films by Kaufmann et al.[18]
by using the single crystalline substrate as a reference system.
The adaptive 14M structure is sketched in Fig. 2.11. Here, we follow
the procedure from Kaufmann et al. [18] and use for the 14M structure a
unit cell with all edges almost parallel to the Heusler L21 cell. The lattice
parameters of this cell are defined by the corresponding Bragg reflections
arising from the periodical superlattice.[34] A nanotwinned superlattice
consisting of two tetragonal variants with variant fractions λ and 1−λ gives
the lattice parameters a14M ≈ λaNM + (1−λ)cNM, b14M ≈ λcNM + (1−λ)aNM
and c14M = aNM. Additionally, the concept of adaptive martensite dictates
b14M = a0 in order to form a coherent austenite-martensite interface. With
this confinement for b14M, a14M = aNM + cNM − a0 follows.[18] The 14M unit
cell in the common bct notation as sketched in Fig. 2.10(f) is indicated in
gray in Fig. 2.11.
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Figure 2.11. Concept of adaptive martensite. The sketch shows the modulated 14M
structure (blue) as nanotwinned NM structure (green). In addition, the relationship
between the bct notation (gray) and the notation based on the L21 unit cell (blue) is
shown. The sketch is reproduced from [19] and is to scale with the lattice parameters
of Ni40.0Co9.3Mn32.9Al17.8 (see Tab. 5.2, sample Al-17.8).
2.2 The magnetocaloric effect
The magnetocaloric effect (MCE) describes an adiabatic temperature change
∆Tad or entropy change ∆S under a change of the external magnetic field
from an initial field Hi to a final field Hf (cf. Fig. 2.12). The effect was
discovered by Weiss and Piccard in Nickel in 1918.[35, 36] In a para- or
ferromagnetic transition the magnetic field reduces the magnetic entropy
by aligning the magnetic moments. Simultaneously the lattice entropy, and
hence, the temperature increases. This effect is reversible, so if the field is
removed after heat dissipation, the material cools down.
The largest magnetocaloric effects are observed in the vicinity of magnetic
phase transitions where small fields can considerably increase the magnetic
ordering. Therefore, Gd (TC = 293K) was found to be the most suitable
material for room-temperature applications and a first prototype of a mag-
netic regenerator was presented in 1976 by Brown [37]. In 1997, Pecharsky
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Figure 2.12. The magnetocaloric magnitudes ∆Tad and ∆S between two entropy
curves at different applied fields. Inspired by Smith et al. [20].
and Gschneidner reported the discovery of the so-called giant magnetocaloric
effect in the vicinity of a first order magnetostructural phase transition of
Gd5(Si2Ge2) close to room temperature.[38] This led to increasing scientific
interest in the coupling of magnetic and lattice degrees of freedom and in
magnetic refrigeration as an alternative to conventional gas compression
technology. It is expected that the giant MCE will play a vital role in future
environment friendly refrigeration technology since it obviates the need
for greenhouse gases as refrigerants and promises high cooling efficiency,
estimated to be up to 75 % of Carnot efficiency.[5, 20]
The entropy change under application of an external field is mainly de-
pendent on a material’s change in magnetization with temperature ∂M/∂T
which is greatest near a magnetic phase transformation. Magnetocaloric
materials can be divided into two classes depending on the sign of the tem-
perature change when a magnetic field is applied: materials that exhibit the
conventional magnetocaloric effect (cMCE) heat up (∂M/∂T < 0) and mate-
rials that yield the inverse magnetocaloric effect (iMCE) cool (∂M/∂T > 0)
under application of a magnetic field.
At second-order ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transitions the conven-
tional MCE is observed. At first order transitions both types of MCE can
arise depending on the type of transition. Sizeable magnetocaloric effects
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occur at magnetostructural or magnetovolume transitions between strong
ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic and weaker ferrimagnetic, antiferromagnetic
and paramagnetic phases which are also called metamagnetic transitions.[5,
21]
In order to quantify caloric effects we start with the total differential of
the entropy3 assuming an isobaric process:
dS =

∂S
∂T

H
dT +

∂S
∂H

T
dH. (2.25)
If we now use 
∂S(H, T )
∂T

H
=
C(H, T )
T
, (2.26)
and consider an adiabatic process (dS = 0) we can rewrite Eq. 2.25 as
dT = − T
C(H, T )

∂S
∂H

T
dH. (2.27)
The adiabatic temperature change is obtained by integration:
∆Tad(Hf, Hi, Ti) = −
∫ Hf
Hi
T
C(H, T )

∂S
∂H

T
dH (2.28)
with Ti as the temperature where the field change from Hi to Hf is initiated.
This equation is usually simplified for evaluation of experimental data. For
common materials and realistic field, and if Ti is close to room temperature,
Ti  ∆Tad is valid and T(H) ≈ Ti can be approximated. If furthermore
the field dependence of C is ignored ∆Tad can be directly related to the
isothermal entropy change ∆S:4
∆Tad(Hf, Hi, Ti)≈ − TiC(Hf, Ti)∆S(Hf, Hi, Ti). (2.29)
Further, ∆S can be calculated using Eq. 2.26 leading to
∆S (Hf, Hi, T ) =
∫ T
0
C (Hf, t)
t
dt −
∫ T
0
C (Hi, t)
t
dt (2.30)
3Note that in section 2.1.1 the thermodynamic potentials of the austenite and martensite
phase were treated separately while in this consideration S(H, T ) means the total entropy
function of the material, which is possibly a mixed phase sample.
4∆S is the field induced entropy change while ∆Stot in Sec. 2.1.1 means the entropy
difference between martensite and austenite at a given temperature and magnetic field.
Therefore, ∆Stot(Hf, T ) is an upper limit for ∆S(Hf, Hi, T ).
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which shows that both magnitudes ∆S and ∆Tad can be calculated from
C (H, T ).
However, for small scale samples like thin films the heat capacity cannot be
measured using standard methods and the thermodynamic magnitudes have
to be approximated from better accessible quantities like temperature and
field dependent magnetization measurements in our case. The approach for
this is based upon the differential of the Gibbs free energy (Eq. 2.2) assuming
an isobaric process
dG = −S dT −µ0M dH (2.31)
with the vacuum permeability µ0 and the fact that the second derivative of the
Gibbs free energy (∂2G/∂T ∂H) is independent of the order of differentiation
which leads to the following well known Maxwell relation:
∂S
∂H

T
= µ0

∂M
∂T

H
. (2.32)
If this is now applied to Eq. 2.25 considering an isothermal process (dT = 0)
we obtain the integrated Maxwell relation
∆Sm = µ0
∫ Hf
Hi

∂M
∂T

dH. (2.33)
So, by numerical evaluation of Eq. 2.33 the field induced entropy change
can be approximated from temperature and external field dependent magne-
tization measurements.
Technically, the Maxwell relation is only applicable to second order phase
transitions because in first order transitions the magnetization M(T ) is discon-
tinuous. In reality, however, constraints and local variations of stoichiometry
within the sample lead to a continuous ‘second-order-like’ transition and the
results obtained from the Maxwell relation are in good agreement with those
from direct differential scanning calorimetry measurements.[39]
2.3 The exchange bias effect
The exchange bias effect (EB) describes a unidirectional magnetic anisotropy
resulting in a shift of the magnetic hysteresis along the direction of the
applied field and was first observed for surface oxidized Co nanoparticles
by Meiklejohn and Bean [40]. It is observed in structures with interfaces
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Figure 2.13. Classic model of the exchange bias effect. The left and right coercive
fields, Hc1 and Hc2, are shifted by the exchange bias field HEB. Sketches (i)–(iv)
schematically show the spin configuration at the corresponding points of the mag-
netic hysteresis. Inspired by Fan et al. [42].
between ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AF) phases, e.g., thin
film structures with adjacent FM and AF layers.[22] It is required for the
EB that the Curie temperature TC of the FM layer is higher than the Néel
temperature TN of the AF layer. When the structure is cooled through TN with
applied magnetic field, the magnetic moments of the antiferromagnet at the
AF/FM interface align with the moments in the FM layer. This alignment pins
the FM layer in this direction after the field is removed. The pinning, which
leads to a shift of the magnetic hysteresis, is observed below the blocking
temperature TB of the antiferromagnet, where TB < TN. The orientations of
magnetic moments in a layered AF/FM structure is sketched in Fig. 2.13. EB
generated this way is commonly used to pin one of the magnetic electrodes
in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) (see below). EB is also observed, e.g.,
at spin-glass/FM interfaces [23] and in materials containing AF and FM
clusters[41].
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Figure 2.14. Magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) and tunnel magnetoresistance
(TMR). (a) shows the typical layer stack of an MTJ. In (b) and (c) the spin resolved
densities of states (DOS) around the Fermi level for the two magnetic electrodes for
parallel (b) and antiparallel (c) configuration with applied voltage U are sketched.
2.3.1 Magnetic tunnel junctions
Trilayer structures consisting of two ferromagnetic metal layers separated
by a thin insulating layer are called magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs). The
typical layer stack of an MTJ consisting of a tunnel barrier that is sandwiched
between a pinned and an unpinned magnetic electrode and equipped with
upper and lower electric leads is sketched in Fig. 2.14(a). The out-of-plane
conductivity of an MTJ strongly depends on the mutual orientation of the
magnetization of both magnetic layers. The density of states at the Fermi
surface is spin dependent, which leads to a spin polarization of the current.
Also the barrier thickness (typically 1-2 nm) is smaller than the spin diffusion
length and the tunneling probability is increased if the density of states in
the counter electrode is high. So, if both magnetic electrodes are of the same
material, the resistance of the MTJ is lower in parallel alignment compared
to antiparallel alignment (see Fig. 2.14(b) and 2.14(c)).
In order to achieve antiparallel orientation, either the coercive fields of
both layers must be different from each other or the coupling between the
layers at zero field must be antiferromagnetic. The common method to
achieve different coercive fields is to pin one of the electrodes using the
exchange bias effect. The most prominent applications of exchange biased
MTJs are magnetic read heads in modern hard disk drives where the unpinned
electrode is used to detect the stray field direction of the recording medium.
2.3.2 Exchange bias in martensitic Heusler compounds
In the martensitic phase of off-stoichiometric Ni-Mn based Heusler alloys
an intrinsic exchange bias effect, i.e. a shift of the magnetic hysteresis, is
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observed at low temperatures.[7, 43–46] Accordingly, these compounds are
promising candidates for pinning ferromagnetic electrodes of MTJs without
the commonly used antiferromagnets, MnIr and MnPt.[47–49] Replacing
these materials in industrial applications is desirable because of the rarity
and high cost of iridium and platinum. Since this effect is not observed in sto-
ichiometric Ni2MnGa, it is likely to be caused by the excess Mn atoms.[50] In
Fig. 2.15 the ab initio calculated coupling constants for Ni51.6Mn32.9Sn15.5 for a
tetragonal martensite phase (c/a = 1.2) are shown.[51] The striking feature
is that the Mn atoms on Mn sites (MnMn) couple antiferromagnetically to the
nearest neighbor Mn atoms on Sn sites (MnSn) and ferromagnetically to the
second nearest MnSn while neighboring MnMn atoms couple ferromagnetically.
This leads to a formation of a so-called cluster spin-glass state at low temper-
atures consisting of FM clusters embedded in an AF matrix.[6] Bhatti et al.
verified the inhomogeneity of the martensite phase of Ni50−xCoxMn40Sn10
(x = 6 and 8) at low temperature by small-angle neutron scattering mea-
surements.[52] They estimate the size of the FM clusters to be 2–3 nm and
the center-to-center spacing of these clusters to be 12 nm.[52, 53] During
field cooling, the moments of FM clusters align along the external field and
the AF moments align accordingly due to the exchange coupling which gives
rise to the exchange bias effect.
More detailed studies including zero field cooling measurements of the
off-stoichiometric Ni-Mn based Heusler alloys also show exchange bias at
low temperature[8] but accompanied by reentrant spin-glass behavior due
to strong magnetic frustration.[6, 54, 55]
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Figure 2.15. Calculated magnetic exchange parameters Ji j for tetragonal marten-
sitic Ni51.6Mn32.9Sn15.5 (c/a = 1.2) depending on the inter-atomic distance.[51]
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Experimental details
This chapter gives a brief introduction to the preparation and analyti-
cal tools and methods used for this project. All films were prepared
by magnetron sputtering. Selected films were released from the
substrate by selective chemical wet etching of sacrificial V buffer lay-
ers. Structural analysis was done by X-ray diffraction measurements
and for the chemical analysis X-ray fluorescence and energy disper-
sive X-ray spectroscopy were employed. For magnetometry either
a vibrating sample magnetometer or a superconducting quantum
interference device was used. The method for the electrical transport
measurements shown in section 4.4 is briefly explained there. Basic
knowledge about standard methods like atomic force microscopy
(AFM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) is presupposed, thus these methods are not
introduced here.
3.1 Thin film fabrication
The Ni-Mn-Sn and Ni-Co-Mn-Al Heusler compound thin films presented in
this thesis were deposited by RF and DC magnetron co-sputtering on single
crystalline MgO substrates with (001) orientation from elemental targets. For
Ni-Co-Mn-Al, a V buffer layer is deposited before the Heusler layer in order to
allow the fabrication of freestanding films (see below). The film thickness of
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Figure 3.1. Epitaxial relation and lattice misfit be-
tween MgO substrate, V buffer layer and Heusler
compound. The sketch is to scale with the bulk lat-
tice parameters of MgO (4.212 Å), V (3.03 Å), and
Ni40Co9.3Mn32.9Al17.8 (5.83 Å).
the V layer is typically 35 nm. On MgO(001) substrates, V grows epitaxially
in [001] direction with a body-centered cubic structure and a lattice constant
of aV = 3.030 Å. Because
p
2 aV ≈ aMgO = 4.212 Å the in-plane lattice relation
is [100]MgO ‖ [110]V. Furthermore, MgO(001) substrates with and without V
seed layers induce epitaxial growth for many Heusler compounds including
Ni-Co-Mn-Al and Ni-Mn-Sn due to the low lattice misfit.
The ultra high vacuum sputter chamber was constructed by BESTEC, BERLIN
and is sketched in Fig. 3.2. It is equipped with six DC and two RF 3" sput-
ter sources arranged in a confocal sputter-up geometry and allows for co-
deposition from up to four targets. The substrate holder can be heated up to
900◦C to optimize crystallization conditions and rotated for homogeneous
film thickness and composition. As the sputter gas, high purity (6N) argon is
used at a pressure of typically 2× 10−3 mbar. The system is also equipped
with an e-beam evaporator, which is mainly used to deposit protective MgO
capping layers. For the deposition of additional layers the substrate can be
transferred without breaking the vacuum to a second sputter chamber by
LEYBOLD VACUUM equipped with seven sources for single source sputter-
ing at room temperature. The film thickness is checked by means of X-ray
reflectometry measurements.
3.1.1 Fabrication of freestanding films
The freestanding Heusler films presented in this thesis were prepared by a
chemical wet etching technique of a sacrificial V buffer layer between the
MgO substrate and the Heusler compound. For the wet etching process the
commercially available etchant Cr ETCH No.1 by MICROCHEMICALS was used
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Figure 3.2. Technical drawing of the BESTEC co-sputtering machine.[56]
which is also suitable for etching V while leaving the investigated Heusler
alloy films intact.
In order to release a several square millimeter thin film specimen the
coated substrate is placed in the etchant for about 10 minutes until the film is
visibly detached. Afterwards, the film can easily be peeled off the substrate,
taken out of the etchant and placed in deionized water to neutralize the
acid and subsequently cleaned in ethanol. Finally, the freestanding film
can be placed upon any surface (e.g. TEM grid or Si wafer) for further
characterization.
For the pole figure measurements shown in section 5.2.2 the freestanding
film is kept on the original MgO substrate in order to ensure the same
crystallographic orientation as the substrate constrained films.
3.2 Chemical composition analysis
The chemical composition of the Ni-Mn-Sn films was calibrated using X-ray
fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) with an Ag tube on separately prepared
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Figure 3.3. Results of quantitative EDX analysis of a Ni-Co-Mn-Al film thickness
series with the same composition. Acceleration energies are 15 kV (dashed lines)
and 20 kV (solid lines).
Heusler films on amorphous fused silica substrates. The spectra were mea-
sured with an AMPTEK XR-100CR Si-PIN detector and a digital pulse processor
under He atmosphere. The Ag tube is operated at 40 kV and equipped with
a 250µm thick Al primary beam filter to reduce background and eliminate
Ag-L lines from the spectrum. The measured spectrum is processed by re-
moving escape and sum peaks, smoothing and background removal. Finally
the processed spectrum is analyzed by means of a standardless fundamental
parameters analysis.
Effects of reabsorption and secondary fluorescence are dependent on film
thickness and density and taken into account by the software. However,
they can still lead to considerable errors in the analysis of thick films, i.e. in
samples which are neither within the bulk limit where the primary beam is
completely absorbed in the sample nor within the limit of thin films where
these effects can be neglected. The film thickness for the calibration samples
was chosen to be 300 nm which is well within the thin film limit for Ni-Mn-Sn.
The validity of the results obtained can easily be checked by comparing the
strongly composition dependent martensitic transformation temperatures to
the phase diagram for bulk material (Fig. 2.9). As a result of the Al primary
beam filter, characteristic lines of light elements below 3 keV (Al Kα, 1.49 keV)
are suppressed [57] and therefore the composition of Ni-Co-Mn-Al was not
determined by XRF. For this material energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
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(EDX) in a scanning electron microscope was chosen to quantify the chemical
composition. The method is also standardless and based on a fundamental
parameters analysis and the processing and analysis of the spectrum are
analogous to XRF. However, due to the low penetration depth of electrons
compared to X-ray photons and resulting multiple excitation events, there
is a strong effect of the film thickness on the EDX spectrum, which leads to
errors in the analysis. To account for this, the method was calibrated using
a Ni-Co-Mn-Al film thickness series of constant composition (i.e. prepared
using the same sputter powers). The results of the elemental analysis of
this series are depicted in Fig. 3.3 at 15 kV and 20 kV acceleration voltage
and it was found that the calculated compositions from EDX converge above
500 nm. Therefore, it was assumed that the results of the 1000 nm sample are
closest to the real composition and the difference between the 1000 nm film
and 200 nm film was used to estimate the real composition of other 200 nm
films of similar composition. The statistical error of each point is below
1 at.%. The validity of the final results can also be checked by comparing the
martensitic transformation temperatures to reported values for bulk material
from the literature.
3.3 X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the standard tool to determine the crystal structure
of solids. Elastic scattering of X-rays with wavelength λX occurs due to
constructive interference at a set of lattice planes with interplanar distance
d. The diffraction angle θ can be calculated using Bragg’s law
nλX = 2d sinθ (3.1)
where n is the diffraction order. In an orthorhombic material the interplanar
distance can be expressed with the lattice parameters a, b, c and Miller’s
indices h, k, l:
dhkl =
1Ç 
h
a
2
+
 
k
b
2
+
 
l
c
2 . (3.2)
In tetragonal (a = b) and cubic (a = b = c) materials Eq. 3.2 simplifies
accordingly. The structure factor F(hkl) contains information about the
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4. Sketch of the XRD geometries used. (a) Bragg-Brentano geometry and
(b) open Eulerian cradle.
crystal structure and determines which (hkl) lattice planes give intensity in
the XRD spectrum. It is given as
Fhkl =
N∑
n=1
fn(θ )exp(2pii(hxn + k yn + lzn)). (3.3)
where the index n counts the atoms in the unit cell with coordinates (xn, yn, zn)
and atom form factors fn.
The cubic Heusler structure consists of four interpenetrating fcc sublattices,
denoted as A, B, C, D, with the average atomic form factors fA, fB, fC, fD.
Thus, with Eq. 3.3 three types of reflections can be identified:
h, k, l all odd F111=
4q( fA − fC)2 + ( fB − fD)2 (3.4)
(h+ k + l)/2 = 2n+ 1 F200= |4 [ fA − fB + fC − fD]| (3.5)
(h+ k + l)/2 = 2n F400= |4 [ fA + fB + fC + fD]| . (3.6)
Only the reflections of the third type (Eq. 3.6) are not dependent upon
chemical order and hence are called fundamental reflections. The XRD scans
shown in this work were measured using a PHILLIPS X’PERT PRO MPD in
Bragg-Brentano geometry as sketched in Fig. 3.4(a). The source is equipped
with a Cu anode with λX = 1.5419Å which is the weighted average of the
Kα1 and Kα2 wavelength. The sample is fixed in the center of the goniometer
and the source and detector move with equal but opposing angular velocity
around the sample. This technique is only sensitive to lattice planes parallel
to the sample plane. However, it is possible to give both goniometer arms
an angular offset of ∆ω while keeping the scattering angle 2θ unchanged,
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which is necessary to observe martensitic lattice orientations that are tilted
away from the sample surface. This offset is equivalent to an eucentric tilt
of the sample by ∆ω around the axis perpendicular to the scattering plane.
The corresponding crystal axis can then be chosen by manually adjusting
the in-plane orientation of the substrate on the sample stage. For the Bragg-
Brentano geometry there is a custom built LN2 cryostat available where the
temperature can be adjusted between 150 K and 460 K.
For a detailed analysis of the real space orientation of martensitic variants
a 4-circle goniometer with an open Eulerian cradle is used which allows
us to set the sample orientation by an azimuth ϕ and polar angle ψ as
shown in Fig. 3.4. This configuration only allows measurements at ambient
temperature.
3.4 Magnetometry
The magnetic moment of the investigated films was studied using a vibrating
sample magnetometer (Quantum Design PPMS at IFW-Dresden) and a super-
conducting quantum interference device (SQUID, Quantum Design MPMS
XL 7 at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf) with in-plane applied
magnetic field. The sample mass was then calculated from the composition
(cf. Sec. 3.2), the film thickness from XRR measurements, and the sample
area which is measured using a digital optical microscope (KEYENCE VHX-
600). The magnetization data is corrected for diamagnetic contributions
of the MgO substrate which is easily identified in temperature and field
dependent measurements because the diamagnetic susceptibility is negative,
and independent of field and temperature.
Temperature and field dependent magnetization data was used to estimate
the isothermal entropy change for selected films by numerical evaluation of
the integrated Maxwell relation Eq. 2.33.
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Chapter 4
Exchange bias effect in Ni-Mn-Sn films
for spintronic applications
This chapter demonstrates that the intrinsic exchange bias effect of Ni-
Mn-Sn can be used to apply a unidirectional anisotropy to magnetic
tunnel junctions. For this purpose, epitaxial Ni-Mn-Sn films were
used as pinning layers for microfabricated CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB mag-
netic tunnel junctions. We compared the exchange bias field (HEB)
measured after field cooling in −10 kOe external field by magnetiza-
tion measurements with HEB obtained from tunnel magnetoresistance
measurements. Consistently for both methods an exchange bias field
of about HEB = 130 Oe at 10 K was found, which decreases with in-
creasing temperature and vanishes above 70 K. This chapter is based
upon Teichert et al. [58].
4.1 Introduction
To guarantee a reliable readout in magnetic read heads based on magnetic
tunnel junctions, at least one of the magnetic layers is pinned by an adjacent
antiferromagnet. The technologically most relevant antiferromagnet for
spintronic applications is MnIr. Currently, much scientific effort is put into
finding a replacement material that does not contain iridium or other rare and
costly materials.[59] For this, Ni-Mn-Sn represents a promising candidate due
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Figure 4.1. Sketches of the layer system: (a) as-deposited (sample A), (b) etched
(sample B), and (c) after annealing and nanofabrication (sample C).
to its intrinsic exchange bias. Since it is magnetic as well, it could in principle
serve as both pinning layer and magnetic electrode at once. However, as a
magnetic electrode Ni-Mn-Sn is unfavorable because its spin-polarization is
small.[60] Therefore, in our project the well established CoFeB[61] is used
for the magnetic electrodes.
The samples used for this project were prepared by magnetron sputtering
and subsequent e-beam lithography as follows. In a first step we deposited the
200 nm thick Ni52Mn34Sn14 layer on MgO(001) substrates by co-sputtering
from elemental targets. The substrate temperature during deposition was
650◦C. After the deposition process the samples were cooled to room temper-
ature and the additional layers Co40Fe40B20/MgO/Co40Fe40B20/Ta/Ru were
deposited with film thicknesses as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). This ‘as-deposited’
sample is referred to as sample A. To get a single Ni52Mn34Sn14 layer as a
reference sample the upper layers of sample A were removed by Ar ion beam
etching while the progress is monitored by means of secondary ion mass
spectrometry. Hereby, we obtain a 196 nm thick Ni-Mn-Sn layer on MgO
substrate marked as sample B (cf. Fig. 4.1(b)).
In order to prepare the MTJs for tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) measure-
ments sample A is annealed at 350◦C for one hour for proper crystallization
of the CoFeB electrodes.[62] Afterwards, elliptical MTJs (300 nm × 180 nm)
were patterned out of the layer stack by e-beam lithography and subsequent
Ar ion milling. The ion milling was stopped right below the lower CoFeB
layer in order to keep the Ni-Mn-Sn film intact. This is necessary because
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the crystallite size of shape memory materials has a high impact on the
transformation characteristics since the martensitic transformation can be
impeded in too small crystals.[9, 63, 64] The MTJs were insulated by Ta2O5
and equipped with Ta/Au contact pads by RF and DC magnetron sputtering.
This annealed and patterned sample is referred to as sample C and the final
layer structure is sketched in Fig. 4.1(c).
The resistance-area product of the tunnel junctions in parallel configura-
tion is RA= 3.0(6) kΩµm2, which is in good agreement with other reports
on CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJs.[48] Ni-Mn-Sn is known to show sizeable resis-
tance changes in dependence of temperature and magnetic field.[9, 65, 66]
However, those are part of the lead resistance which is three to four orders
of magnitude smaller than the junction resistance and thus can be neglected.
4.2 Structural properties of the Ni-Mn-Sn layer
The crystal structure of the Ni52Mn34Sn14 layer on single crystalline MgO(001)
substrate (film B) was investigated using XRD. A θ–2θ scan (cf. Fig. 4.2(a))
reveals film growth in [001] direction because only the (002) and (004)
reflections of the austenite phase of Ni-Mn-Sn are visible. The austenite
lattice constant is a0 = 6.00Å. Figure 4.2(b) shows a 360◦ ϕ-scan of the
(022) reflection (ψ = 45◦, 2θ = 42.7◦) using a 4-circle goniometer where
ϕ = 0◦ is the MgO[100] direction. It shows the 4-fold symmetry and reveals
epitaxial growth with the relation MgO(001)[110]||Ni-Mn-Sn(001)[100].
The slight height difference of the four peaks originates from imperfect
sample alignment. Figure 4.2(c) shows the Ni-Mn-Sn(111) peak at ϕ = 0◦
andψ = 54.74◦ which demonstrates that the film crystallizes in L21 structure.
Structural investigation of the martensite phase of epitaxial Ni-Mn-Sn films
with very similar composition is found in Teichert et al. [9].
The inset of Fig. 4.2 shows an AFM micrograph of a separately prepared
200 nm Ni52Mn34Sn14 film which reveals several nanometer high spikes at
the surface of the film. Those spikes are unfavorable for the fabrication of
magnetic tunnel junctions since they cause shortcuts in the MgO barrier and
make it necessary to fabricate small MTJs that fit between the spikes. The
contour of an MTJ is sketched in the micrograph as a black ellipse.
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Figure 4.2. XRD patterns of MgO(substrate)/Ni52Mn34Sn14(200nm) at room tem-
perature. (a) In the gonio-scan the (004) and (002) peaks of the austenite phase are
observed together with the MgO(002) peak. (b) 360◦ ϕ-scan of the Ni-Mn-Sn(022)
peak at ψ= 45◦ and 2θ = 42.7◦ reveals epitaxial growth. (c) The 2θ -scan of the
Ni-Mn-Sn(111) peak at ϕ = 0◦ andψ = 54.74◦ shows that the film crystallizes in L21
structure. The inset of (a) shows an AFM micrograph of a separate Ni52Mn34Sn14
layer which was originally prepared without additional layers. It exhibits spikes on
the Ni-Mn-Sn, which limit the maximum size of the nanostructured MTJs. For scale,
the contour of an MTJ is sketched as a black ellipse.
4.3 Magnetization measurements
In order to determine the magnetic properties and elucidate the martensitic
transformation of the Ni-Mn-Sn film, the temperature dependence of the
magnetization was studied. The given magnetization values are the measured
magnetic moments normalized with the total volume of magnetic material
(205 nm thickness for sample A and 196 nm for sample B). Figure 4.3(a)
shows the magnetization versus temperature measured in low external field
for samples A and B in field cooling (FC) and field heating (FH) modes,
and (for sample A) during heating after the specimen was cooled in zero
magnetic field (ZFC). Apart from the higher magnetization of sample A due
to the presence of the magnetic CoFeB layers, samples A and B show the
same temperature dependence. The distinct drop in magnetization upon
cooling results from the martensitic transformation. For Ni-Mn-Sn, the
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Figure 4.3. Magnetization measurements of samples A and B. (a) M(T ) curves at
100 Oe applied field. The FC (solid black line) and FH (solid red line) curves of
sample A envelop a thermal hysteresis due to the martensitic transformation. The
FH and ZFC (dashed red line) curves are split at low temperature. The martensitic
transformation temperature TM and Curie temperature TC of Ni-Mn-Sn are indicated
by arrows. FC and FH curves of sample A are shown as blue lines. (b)–(f) show
M(H) curves at different temperatures after field cooling at −10 kOe of samples A
(red line) and B (blue line). The EB leads to a shift of Hc1 and Hc2 in positive field
direction at low temperature.
magnetization of martensite is lower than of austenite. The reason for the
magnetization change is a change in the alignment of magnetic moments of
the Mn atoms on Mn sites (Mn1) and Mn atoms on Sn sites (Mn2) which are
known to couple antiferromagnetically in austenite and martensite. However,
due to changed lattice constants the antiferromagnetic coupling between
Mn1 and Mn2 is increased in the martensite.[8, 67, 68] The martensitic
transformation temperature and Curie temperature of the Ni-Mn-Sn are
TM = 257K and TC = 316K, respectively, determined from inflection points
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of the FC magnetization curve. Above TC the magnetization of sample A
drops to 27 emu cm−3. This remaining magnetization results from the CoFeB,
which has a higher Curie temperature. The splitting between the ZFC and FH
curve originates from the coexistence of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
regions at low temperatures in the martensite phase, which is the basis for
the EB (see also Sec. 2.3.2).[6, 29, 52]
The intrinsic EB in Ni-Mn-Sn is commonly determined via isothermal
magnetization curves at low temperature after cooling the specimen in an
external magnetic field. Figure 4.3(b)–4.3(f) depict the magnetic hysteresis
loops of samples A (red lines) and B (blue lines) after field cooling to 10 K
in a −10 kOe external field. From Fig. 4.3(b) and 4.3(c) it is clearly visible
that at low temperatures the magnetic hysteresis is shifted and the positive
coercive field Hc1 is larger than the negative coercive field Hc2, which leads
to a finite exchange bias field HEB = (Hc1+Hc2)/2 (see also Fig. 2.13). Above
80 K (Fig. 4.3(d)–4.3(e)) the curves are symmetrical and HEB = 0. Above TC
(cf. Fig. 4.3(f)) the magnetization of sample B is small and sample A mainly
shows the magnetization of CoFeB. The saturation magnetization (MS) of
CoFeB appears too small because the magnetic moment is normalized using
a film thickness of 205 nm as described above. Considering only 5 nm leads
to MS = 1150 emu cm−3 for CoFeB, which coincides well with results from
other studies.[69]
Apart from higher magnetization, sample A also shows lower coercive
fields and lower HEB than sample B due to the presence of CoFeB, which itself
has low coercivity as seen in Fig. 4.3(f). However, from the M(H) curves
in Fig. 4.3 separate magnetic switching of one or both CoFeB layers is not
observed. That means all magnetic layers are ferromagnetically coupled in
the unpatterned sample A: the lower CoFeB layer is coupled by direct contact
to the Ni-Mn-Sn and the upper layer most likely through pinholes in the MgO
barrier.
The magnetization around the Curie temperature is further investigated
by M(H) measurements presented in Fig. 4.4. As expected from the M(T )
curves (Fig. 4.6(a)) the magnetization of sample B drops rapidly between
300 K and 340 K. Also, when comparing M(T) of sample A with sample B
at TC = 316K one can see that the magnetization of the CoFeB layers is
comparable to the magnetization of the Ni-Mn-Sn layer.
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Figure 4.4. M(H) measurements of
196 nm thick Ni-Mn-Sn film (sample
B) at 300 K, TC = 316 K, and 340 K.
For comparison M(H) at 316 K is
also shown for sample A. At TC the
magnetization of the CoFeB layers is
comparable to that of the Ni-Mn-Sn.
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4.4 Tunnel magnetoresistance measurements
The TMR measurements shown in this chapter were carried out using a
common 2-probe DC method with a constant 100 mV DC bias voltage in a
Cryogenic He cryostat system where the external field is applied along the
major axis of the elliptical MTJs.
4.4.1 Exchange bias
In what follows, the EB is determined from TMR measurements using sample
C. Fig. 4.5 shows the TMR ratio defined as TMR = (R−Rp)/Rp versus external
field with the field applied along the major axis of the elliptical MTJs. Rp
denotes the resistance at parallel alignment of both CoFeB electrodes, i.e.
the resistance under high applied field. Here, the EB is defined as HTMREB =
(Hm1 + Hm2)/2 and deduced from Hm1 and Hm2, which denote the external
fields of maximum TMR under increasing and decreasing field, respectively.
The exchange bias effect at low temperature is clearly visible from Fig. 4.5(a)
and 4.5(b) since Hm1 > |Hm2| and vanishes above 80 K (Fig. 4.5(c)–4.5(f))
in agreement with Fig. 4.3(b)–4.3(f).
Below TC (Fig. 4.5(a)–4.5(e)) the curves are asymmetrical and show spikes
of maximum TMR with different amplitudes under increasing and decreasing
external field. Furthermore, the TMR amplitude fluctuates around 30 % and
does not show any systematic temperature dependence. This is caused by
the absence of a fully antiparallel state of the magnetic electrodes and is
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Figure 4.5. TMR curves measured using sample C at 100 mV bias voltage after field
cooling at −10 kOe. Black and green lines are measured under increasing and
decreasing field, respectively. At low temperature the EB is visible ((a) and (b)). (f)
shows the TMR for paramagnetic Ni-Mn-Sn where the curve is symmetrical.
contrary to the situation above TC (Fig. 4.5(f)) where symmetrical curves
with a plateau of maximum TMR are observed. The resistivity change occurs
in multiple steps which reflect Barkhausen jumps of domain walls in the
upper CoFeB electrode and the lower electrode, where the magnetic part
is a Ni-Mn-Sn/CoFeB bilayer below TC and just CoFeB above TC. Since the
Ni-Mn-Sn layer was left intact during the patterning process the magnetic
domains below TC extend beyond the MTJs and are not pinned by their
geometry. This causes a random influence on the shape of the resistance
curves. Barkhausen jumps are not observed in the M(H) curves in Fig. 4.3
because the measured sample area (several square millimeters) is much
larger than the domain size, which is apparently not the case for the MTJs.
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The plateau of maximum TMR at 340 K around Hext = 0 reveals AF cou-
pling of the magnetic electrodes in zero field. This can be explained by
magnetostatic coupling of the CoFeB layers induced by uncompensated mag-
netic poles at the edges of the electrodes.[70] Contrary, below TC, at zero
applied field the alignment of the magnetic electrodes is only partly AF.
The remanence of Ni-Mn-Sn is smaller than its saturation magnetization
(cf. Fig. 4.3(b)–4.3(f)) and the AF coupling of the CoFeB electrodes is ap-
parently too weak to fully align the magnetization of Ni-Mn-Sn below. A
detailed discussion of the temperature dependence of the TMR is presented
in Sec. 4.4.2.
The rather modest TMR amplitudes of maximum 34 % despite our choice
of CoFeB as magnetic electrode material and 1.8 nm MgO barrier are probably
caused by rather poor quality of the tunnel barrier. The surface roughness of
the underlying Ni-Mn-Sn layer of rrms = 0.7 nm (see the inset of Fig. 4.2(a))
when excluding the spikes is larger than that of conventional Ta underlayers
(r ≈ 0.2nm [71]). This reduces the quality of the MgO barrier, and, hence,
the TMR amplitude. Furthermore, the MTJ layer stack is not optimized by
means of film thicknesses and selection of the optimum materials for the
magnetic electrodes and the tunnel barrier in order to obtain maximum TMR.
4.4.2 Temperature dependence of the tunnel magnetoresistance
Figure 4.6 shows tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) curves measured at differ-
ent temperatures where at selected temperatures three sequentially measured
loops are shown to demonstrate the non-reproducibility of the shape of the
resistance curves. Up to 314 K all TMR curves are asymmetrical and non-
reproducible because the magnetic switching is dominated by Barkhausen
jumps of the underlying Ni-Mn-Sn layer in which the domain walls move inde-
pendently from the size and position of the magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs).
Also, in the martensite state (below TM = 256 K) the resistance always shows
spikes of maximum TMR instead of plateaus and non-reproducible TMR
amplitudes (cf. also Fig. 4.5(a)–4.5(c)). This clearly indicates that no fully
antiparallel state of the magnetic electrodes is present. The reason for this
is the rather complex domain structure in the martensite phase. The do-
main size and orientation of the magnetic easy axis is coupled to the size
and orientation of martensitic variants in the film.[72] Based on the AFM
micrograph in Fig. 4.7 of a structurally very similar 200 nm thick epitaxial
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Figure 4.6. Tunnel magnetoresistance at different temperatures. (a)–(c) resistance
curves of different MTJs at 10 K. Successively measured curves of the same MTJ at
(d)–(f) 297 K, (g)–(i) 314 K, and (j)–(l) 316 K. (m), (n), (o) TMR at 318 K, 323 K,
and 340 K, respectively. The TMR amplitude is given in the upper right corner.
Black and red lines denote increasing and decreasing field, respectively. At low
temperature the shape of the curves is non-reproducible but the exchange bias effect
is clearly visible. When the Ni-Mn-Sn layer is austenitic and ferromagnetic the TMR
is highly asymmetrical and non-reproducible (d)–(i). Above the Curie temperature
of the austenite the curves are symmetrical and reproducible, and show antiparallel
coupling at zero external field.
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Figure 4.7. AFM micrograph
of 200 nm thick epitaxial Ni-Co-
Mn-Sn film at room tempera-
ture. The margins are paral-
lel to the MgO[100] direction.
The size of an MTJ is shown
for scale as a black ellipse. The
image shows traces of marten-
sitic variants with a periodicity
of approximately 50 nm. There-
fore, the MTJ partly covers sev-
eral martensitic variants.
Ni50Co1Mn36.5Sn12.5 film which is martensitic (10M) at room temperature we
expect a domain width of about 50 nm. Because adjacent variants have differ-
ent orientations of the magnetic easy axis it is likely that a fully antiparallel
state of the MTJ cannot be achieved. Despite this random influence the ex-
change bias effect at low temperatures is clearly observed (Fig. 4.6(a)–4.6(c)).
In the austenite phase below the Curie temperature of Ni-Mn-Sn (TC = 316 K)
antiparallel states are observed but not reproducibly (Fig. 4.6(d)–4.6(i)).
Antiparallel states are observed at low fields but not at zero field. The in-
creased Barkhausen noise just below TC is probably attributed to an increased
domain width in the austenite compared to the martensite. The shape of the
curves changes drastically above TC (Fig. 4.6(j)–4.6(o)): The TMR is sym-
metrical and reproducible and at zero field the electrodes are antiparallelly
aligned. The plateau around zero field widens with increasing temperature.
As described in Sec. 4.4.1, this is caused by stray field coupling between
the CoFeB layers when the Ni-Mn-Sn magnetization vanishes (compare also
Fig. 4.4).
4.4.3 Shape anisotropy of the elliptical MTJs
Due to the elliptical shape and the accompanying shape anisotropy of the
MTJs we observe different R(H) curves depending on the direction of the
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Figure 4.8. TMR curves with
external field applied along the
major axis (a)–(b) and along
the minor axis (c)–(d) of the
elliptical MTJs. Black and red
lines denote increasing and de-
creasing external field, respec-
tively. The TMR amplitude is
given in the upper right corner.
external magnetic field. In Fig. 4.8 the TMR under different directions of the
external field are compared for two different temperatures. In Fig. 4.8(a) and
4.8(b) the external field is applied parallel to the major axis and in Fig. 4.8(c)
and 4.8(d) parallel to the minor axis of the ellipses. For both temperatures an
external field applied along the minor (hard) axis instead of the major (easy)
axis leads to broader TMR curves and more gradual magnetic switching
due to the shape anisotropy of the elliptical MTJs. Furthermore, Fig. 4.8(c)
and 4.8(d) show two maxima for each field direction where the maximum
near zero field presumably corresponds to (partly) antiparallel configuration
along the major axis and the other maximum presumably corresponds to
partly antiparallel configuration along the minor axis.
4.5 Comparison
The temperature dependence of the EB is depicted in Fig. 4.9 where both
methods of determining EB are compared. Figure 4.9(a) shows Hc1, Hc2,
and HEB as determined by magnetization measurements of samples A (red
symbols) and B (blue symbols). At low temperature |Hc1| and |Hc2| are differ-
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Figure 4.9. Temperature dependence of the EB after field cooling at −10 kOe. (a)
Hc1, Hc2, and HEB determined from magnetization measurements of samples A (red
symbols) and B (blue symbols). The black line is a guide to the eye and identical in
(a) and (b). (b) Hm1, Hm2, and HEB determined from TMR curves using sample C.
ent. With increasing temperature |Hc2| strongly increases while |Hc1| mildly
decreases up to 60 K. Above 70 K the values of positive and negative coer-
cive fields are equal and decrease with increasing temperature. Accordingly,
HEB strongly decreases with increasing temperature from HEB = 138Oe for
sample A and HEB = 169Oe for sample B at 10 K to zero above 70 K. The
magnitude and temperature dependence of HEB of sample B is comparable
to that of bulk Ni-Mn-Sn.[7, 43] Both coercive fields as well as HEB of sample
A are reduced by the CoFeB layers. The exchange bias effect in the lower
CoFeB electrode is imprinted from the underlying Ni-Mn-Sn layer with larger
magnetic moment. For comparison, pinning of CoFeB with MnIr leads to
about HEB = 200 Oe at room temperature.[73]
Figure 4.9(b) depicts the corresponding results from TMR measurements.
The depicted data are average values obtained from TMR curves of two
different MTJs measured during the first and second field loop at each
temperature point. Hm1 and Hm2 show the same trends as Hc1 and Hc2. As
mentioned earlier, below TC the measured TMR curves exhibit Barkhausen
noise. This acts as a random influence on Hm1 and Hm2 and can be of the
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same order of magnitude as the exchange bias which leads to a very small
HEB at 20 K and a negative HEB at 60 K. Nevertheless, it is clearly visible from
Fig. 4.9 that HEB has the same magnitude and temperature dependence for
samples A and C. So, the intrinsic EB of Ni-Mn-Sn can be observed in TMR
measurements.
4.6 Conclusions
In summary, we investigated the exchange bias effect of MgO(substrate)/Ni-
Mn-Sn/CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB and MgO(substrate)/Ni-Mn-Sn thin film struc-
tures after field cooling by two different methods: direct magnetization
measurements and TMR measurements. Magnetization measurements are
used to quantify the intrinsic EB of the Ni-Mn-Sn layer and the influence
of the magnetic moment of the thin CoFeB layers. TMR measurements are
sensitive to the interaction between the Ni-Mn-Sn layer and the CoFeB tunnel
electrodes. Since we have shown a comparable EB effect in MTJs and mag-
netization measurements, we conclude that epitaxial Ni-Mn-Sn thin films
can serve as pinning layers in these devices.
Besides these promising results, for the application of Ni-Mn based Heusler
alloys as pinning layers in MTJs it has to be noted that the temperature
dependence of the exchange bias and the TMR amplitude have to be improved
in order to compete with MnIr as pinning layer. Therefore, as a first step the
surface quality of the Heusler layer should be minimized by optimization of
the growth conditions and composition. A flat surface improves the quality
of the tunnel barrier and therefore the TMR amplitude. Moreover, it allows
for the fabrication of MTJs with larger area which are less susceptible to
Barkhausen jumps. In order to improve the exchange bias, the Ni-Mn Heusler
family should be screened comprehensively for alloys with large blocking
temperature.
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Chapter 5
Ni-Co-Mn-Al films for magnetocaloric
applications
In this chapter the potential of Ni-Co-Mn-Al thin films for magne-
tocaloric applications is examined. For this purpose, structural, mag-
netic, and magnetocaloric properties of epitaxial Ni-Co-Mn-Al thin
films with different compositions were studied and compared. Obvi-
ously, substrate constrained epitaxial films are unfavorable for mag-
netocaloric devices due to the heat sink provided by the substrate. So,
selected films were released from the substrate in order to compare
the magnetocaloric properties and to investigate the influence of the
substrate constraint on the structural properties and the martensitic
transformation.
We find that the martensitic transformation temperatures are strong-
ly dependent on the composition and also differ between freestanding
and substrate constrained films. The crystal structure of the marten-
site phase of substrate constrained films is shown to be a modulated
adaptive 14M structure composed of tetragonal non-modulated build-
ing blocks. After detaching the film, the structure is simply tetragonal.
The metamagnetic martensitic transformation occurs from strongly
ferromagnetic austenite to weakly magnetic martensite. The struc-
tural properties of the films were investigated by atomic force mi-
croscopy and temperature dependent X-ray diffraction. Magnetic
and magnetocaloric properties were analyzed using temperature de-
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pendent and isothermal magnetization measurements. We find that
substrate constrained and freestanding Ni-Co-Mn-Al films show giant
inverse magnetocaloric effects with magnetic entropy change of up
to 7.3 J kg−1K−1 for µ0∆H = 2T. This chapter is partly based upon
Teichert et al. [74].
5.1 Introduction
In the ongoing search for magnetocaloric materials, Mn-rich Heusler com-
pound based magnetic shape memory alloys (MSMA) of the system Ni-Mn-Z
(Z=Sb, Ga, In, Sn) turned out to be very promising due to low cost of the
containing elements and sizeable magnetocaloric effects (MCE).[3, 75, 76]
Substitution of Co for Ni in Ni-Mn-Z is known to improve the metamagnetic
behavior of the martensitic transformation, and thus the magnetocaloric
properties, as it increases the austenite Curie temperature T AC and leads to a
transformation from weakly magnetic martensite to ferromagnetic austen-
ite.[77–81] The reason for the large change in magnetization at the transfor-
mation temperature is a change of the magnetic coupling between Mn atoms
on Mn sites and Mn atoms on Z sites due to the change of the interatomic
distances.[8, 67]
Off-stoichiometric Ni-Mn-Al also shows a martensitic transformation but
only accompanied by small changes in magnetization and hence negligible
MCE.[82, 83] The compound crystallizes in a B2+L21 mixed phase where
the B2 phase is antiferromagnetic and the L21 phase is ferromagnetic.[2,
84, 85] Substitution of up to 10 at.% Co for Ni strongly promotes the ferro-
magnetism in the austenite phase and leads to a metamagnetic martensitic
transformation.[81] The magnetization difference between austenite and
martensite enables magnetic field induced reverse transformation together
with an inverse magnetocaloric effect.[86–88]
Our interest is in epitaxial thin films of magnetocaloric materials as they
present a good model system to study underlying physics due to the fixed
crystallographic orientation. Additionally, thin films offer a high surface to
volume ratio and also ductility if they are released from the substrate,[89]
and thus they are promising for small scale magnetocaloric applications.
In earlier studies we could show that the characteristics of the martensitic
transformation and magnetocaloric properties of 200 nm Ni-Mn-Sn thin films
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Table 5.1. List of the investigated thin films. The compositions are given in at.%.
TM and TA denote the martensitic and austenitic transformation temperatures, and
TC the austenite Curie temperature. The film Al-19.1 does not show a martensitic
transformation. Freestanding films are marked by an asterisk.
sample Ni Co Mn Al TM (K) TA (K) TC (K)
Al-19.1
39.4 9.2 32.3 19.1
no MT 408
Al-19.1* 245 316
Al-18.4
39.7 9.3 32.6 18.4
206 323 411
Al-18.4* 342 391
Al-17.8
40.0 9.3 32.9 17.8
348 388 415
Al-17.8* 391 445
Al-16.4 40.7 9.5 33.4 16.4 425 450 424
1000 nm* 40.4 8.8 33.4 17.4 - 450 -
are comparable to those of bulk material,[9, 10, 66] so this film thickness
was also chosen for the present project. Reports about Ni-Co-Mn-Al are
sparse in the literature,[12, 13] and thus we want to provide insight into the
structural and magnetocaloric properties of epitaxial Ni-Co-Mn-Al thin films.
For this experiment we prepared a set of four 200 nm films with different
compositions and, hence, different transformation temperatures. Addition-
ally, one film with 1000 nm thickness was prepared for structural inves-
tigations on freestanding films. The films were prepared by magnetron
co-sputtering on MgO(001) substrates with 35 nm thick V buffer layers at a
substrate temperature of 500◦C. The composition differences in the 200 nm
series were realized by different sputter powers on the Al source.
The film compositions as determined by EDX are listed in Tab. 5.1 together
with the transformation temperatures determined from magnetization mea-
surements as described below in Sec. 5.3. The films from the 200 nm series
are labeled according to their Al content. Freestanding films are marked
by an asterisk. The deviation from the real composition is estimated to be
up to ±2 at.% but the relative composition differences within the 200 nm
series are more precise. Within the error bars the given compositions and
corresponding transformation temperatures are in good agreement with
those from other studies on bulk material.[81]
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Figure 5.1. TEM image (a) and EDX line scan (b) of Al-17.8. The trace of the
linescan is indicated in (a) as a red arrow. The red area in (b) marks the V/Ni-Co-
Mn-Al interface.
5.2 Structure
5.2.1 Films on substrate
As a first verification of the sample quality, the V/Ni-Co-Mn-Al structure is
checked for homogeneity of the chemical composition and sharpness of the
interface, which are key conditions for all conclusions of this chapter. A sharp
V/Ni-Co-Mn-Al interface is specifically important for the the preparation of
freestanding films so that the Heusler layer is not damaged by the wet-
etching process. Figure 5.1(a) shows a TEM image (provided by W. Hetaba,
TU Wien) of a cross section of the film Al-17.8, which clearly reveals smooth
V and Ni-Co-Mn-Al layers separated by a sharp interface. To check for
interdiffusion across the interface, an EDX linescan was performed, which
is presented in Fig. 5.1(b). It is evident that the V/Ni-Co-Mn-Al interface
spans about 7 nm whereas the MgO/V interface spans only 4 nm, which
represents the resolution limit of the linescan. So, some interdiffusion V/Ni-
Co-Mn-Al interface cannot be excluded, but since it is locally confined to a
few nanometers, no significant influence on the film properties is expected.
It has to be noted that the absolute values of the Ni-Co-Mn-Al composition
which can be read from the linescan do not fit the values given in Tab. 5.1
which are obtained from another EDX system (see Sec. 3.2), because the data
of the linescan was not processed for quantitative analysis. Nevertheless, it
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Figure 5.2. Room temperature XRD patterns of the investigated epitaxial Ni-Co-Mn-
Al films on MgO substrate.
is clearly visible from Fig. 5.1 that the composition is homogeneous over the
whole thickness, and promptly drops to zero at the V/Ni-Co-Mn-Al interface.
Figure 5.2 shows the XRD patterns of all analyzed films at room tempera-
ture (RT). The films are grown epitaxially with the relation MgO[100](001)‖Ni-
Co-Mn-Al[110](001). At 2θ = 64◦ the (004)A peak of the cubic austenite is
visible. The existence of the (002)A superstructure peak at 30.5
◦ indicates B2
structure. Odd superlattice reflections confirming L21 structure (e.g. (111))
were not found within further analysis using a four-circle goniometer. This
is in accordance with other studies of bulk Ni-(Co-)Mn-Al, which report B2
as the dominating structure.[13, 81, 85] Nevertheless, we give the lattice
constants with reference to L21 for comparability to other Heusler compound
based MSMAs.1 The (400)NM peak at 69
◦ belongs to the martensite phase.
From the (004)A and (400)NM peak intensities at room temperature it is
visible that the amount of martensite at RT and thus the transformation tem-
perature increases with decreasing Al content (i.e. increasing e/a), which is
also reported for Ni-Mn-Al.[83] Further explanation of the indexing of the
martensite reflections is found below.
Besides peaks belonging to Ni-Co-Mn-Al the (002)MgO peaks from the
substrate at 42.9◦ (Cu Kα) and 38.6◦ (Cu Kβ) and the (002)V peak of the
1Due to the higher symmetry, the B2 lattice constant is half the L21 value.
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Figure 5.3. AFM micrographs and height profiles of Al-17.8 (a)–(c) and Al-16.4
(d)–(f). The picture margins of (a) and (d) are parallel to the substrate edges. The
letters A and B label the two topography types found for Al-16.4. (b) and (e) show
45◦ rotated close-ups of the nanostructure and show the trace of the corresponding
height profile, shown in (c) and (f), respectively.
buffer layer at 61◦ are also visible. The weak reflection marked by an asterisk
is present in all films but could not be indexed unequivocally. It probably
belongs to a binary impurity phase.
The films Al-17.8 and Al-16.4 which are mainly martensitic at room tem-
perature allow for detailed investigation of the martensitic phase. For this
purpose, firstly the surface morphology of the films is analyzed by AFM which
helps to identify the microstructures occurring in the film. The micrographs
for Al-17.8 and Al-16.4 are shown in Fig. 5.3. The surface of Al-17.8 in-
dicates an austenite/martensite mixed phase. About 80 % of the surface
shows a typical martensitic microstructure with traces inclined by 45◦ to the
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substrate edges, which is also seen for epitaxial Ni-Mn-Ga thin films.[90]
The periodicity of the variant traces is 83 nm. The flat ribbons parallel to
the twinning traces belong to the austenite phase.[91] This is in accordance
with the XRD measurements of this film and confirms a mixed state at RT for
Al-17.8 (Fig. 5.2). The topography of the film originates from the twinning
periodicity and the twinning angles of the variants involved. Thus, the sur-
face angle α can be used to determine the twin structure involved.[91] From
Fig. 5.3(c), α= 11◦ is determined and the structure can be identified using
the relation c/a = tan(45◦ −α/2), which equals c/a = 0.84 for Al-17.8. The
structure is comparable to that of martensitic epitaxial Ni-Mn-Ga films.[90,
91]
The AFM micrograph of the completely martensitic film Al-16.4 in Fig. 5.3(d)
reveals two types of martensitic microstructure which are described by Nie-
mann as type X and type Y.[19] Both microstructures are typical of 14M
martensite. They differ by the orientation of the 14M unit cell which exhibits
predominantly in-plane b14M-axis orientation for type X and out-of-plane
b14M-axis for type Y. Type X reveals traces inclined by 45
◦ with a periodicity
of 88 nm, and type Y is almost flat and oriented parallel to the substrate
edges. Therefore, type X is also the dominating microstructure of Al-17.8
(Fig. 5.3(a)). From the topography of type X we can extract α = 10◦ leading
to c/a = 0.84 . The type Y microstructure shows only shallow surface angles
of about 1◦ because the a–c twinning angle lies in the film plane for this
structure.
For a detailed structural description of substrate constrained 14M films,
the reader is referred to the recent doctoral thesis by R. Niemann.[19]
In order to determine all relevant lattice parameters of the martensite by
XRD, it has to be considered that the martensitic lattice planes are tilted by
small angles away from the lattice vectors of the austenite in order to fulfill
the twinning equation and habit plane equation (Eqs. 2.21 and 2.22). These
tilts make it necessary to adjust the sample alignment in the XRD system. This
was achieved by measuring XRD patterns under certain ω offset combined
with a specific in-plane sample orientation on the stage to be achieved with
either [010]MgO or [1¯10]MgO parallel to the direct beam. The ω offset is then
comparable to a tilt of the sample around the [100]MgO or [110]MgO direction
(see Sec. 3.3).
The results are depicted in Fig. 5.4 and the peak positions allow for iden-
tification of the phase as a mixture of modulated 14M and tetragonal non-
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modulated (NM) martensite. The lattice constants extracted from these XRD
patterns are listed in Tab. 5.2. From the XRD measurements the c14M/a14M
ratios are determined to 0.89 for Al-17.8 and 0.82 for Al-16.4, which fits in
well with values determined from the AFM height profiles. Satellite peaks
which appear for modulated phases between two fundamental peaks could
not be measured for our films because of the low intensity of the fundamental
peaks of the 14M structure. Nevertheless the occurring peaks are indexed by
means of the 14M structure because the lattice parameters obtained fit in
well with literature values for similar materials (see Tab. 5.2).
The largest reflexes in the XRD pattern are indexed by means of NM
martensite. These larger NM variants form from the building blocks of the
14M martensite by twin coarsening as seen in Fig. 2.7 which enlarges the
variants but conserves their crystallographic orientation. These large variants
have a great enough coherence length for X-ray diffraction and by measuring
their orientation it is possible to relate them to 14M martensite. In what
follows, it will be shown that the observed 14M phase is an adaptive phase
constructed from tetragonal building blocks in (52¯)2 periodicity in order to
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Figure 5.5. (a) XRD patterns of Al-17.8 at different temperatures during heating at
zero tilt of the substrate. (b) Temperature dependence of aA and b14M. The arrows
indicate the direction of temperature change.
obtain an almost exact interface to the austenite and the MgO substrate.[18,
31, 92]
The concept of adaptive martensite implies the following relations between
14M, NM, and austenite (see Sec. 2.1.3): i) b14M = aA, ii) c14M = aNM, and
iii) a14M = cNM + aNM − aA.[18]
The first condition is related to the peak at about 64◦. In order to distin-
guish aA from b14M the temperature dependence of this lattice parameter is
analyzed. For this purpose, XRD patterns were taken at different temper-
atures as shown in Fig. 5.5(a) for Al-17.8. Apart from the change of the
peak intensities due to the martensitic transformation. Changes of the peak
positions are also visible. The lattice constant related to the peak at about
64◦ is depicted in Fig. 5.5(b) and corresponds to aA at high temperatures
and b14M below the martensitic transformation. The hysteresis in the temper-
ature range of the martensitic transformation reveals a difference between
aA and b14M of about 0.01 Å. However, here it cannot be excluded that at low
temperatures a mixture of (004)A and (040)14M is still measured because a
small fraction of austenite is most likely present close to the substrate even at
low temperature. Moreover, from Fig. 5.4(a) it is evident that the (040)14M
appears not only at zero tilt but also at 5.1◦ tilt around [100]MgO at a slightly
different angle. This peak belongs to a small fraction of nearly out-of-plane
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b14M variants within the type X structure and shows a lattice constant that is
larger by 0.04Å.
The second relation seems to be exactly fulfilled for Al-17.8 since the
(400)NM and (004)14M cannot be distinguished. For Al-16.4, however, those
peaks can be distinguished and the lattice constants differ by 0.11Å.
The third relation can easily be checked using the lattice parameters from
Tab. 5.2 and fits also almost exactly. However, this analysis reveals slight
differences between the ideal model of adaptive martensite and the mea-
sured unit cells and also slightly different lattice constants depending on
the orientation of the unit cell. One reason for that can be an incommensu-
rate 14M microstructure. The decisive parameter for that is the twinning
periodicity d1/d2 = (aNM − aA)/(aA − cNM), which is d1/d2 = 2/5 = 0.4 for a
commensurate 14M structure. The calculated values are 0.49 for Al-17.8 and
0.33 for Al-16.4, thus the microstructure is incommensurate. This results in
a high density of stacking faults, which can be the reason why the mentioned
relations i)-iii) are not exactly fulfilled. Another error source is the fact that
the determined lattice parameters do not belong to one martensitic variant,
instead the nearly out-of-plane lattice parameters of all present variant ori-
entations were measured. Those can differ significantly from the in-plane
lattice parameters due to different boundary conditions and stress caused by
the substrate.[19, 93]
To relate 14M and NM variant orientations, Fig. 5.6 shows the pole figure
measurements for the (004)NM and (400)NM peaks. You can see that the
main reflections of the (004)NM peak are at ϕ = 0◦, and ψ ≈ 5◦ and 6.5◦
for Al-17.8 and Al-16.4, respectively, where ϕ = 0◦ is equivalent to the
[100]MgO direction. So, the main reflections of the pole figures fit the tilt
angles used for maximum peak intensity (cf. Fig. 5.4). The observed tilt
angles, and thus the orientation of the NM unit cell, originate from the
orientation of the NM cells inside the 14M unit cell and the orientation of
the 14M unit cell with respect to the austenite. The tilt between 14M and
austenite is γ = 45◦ − arctan(c14M/a14M) using the approximation that the
14M unit cell is orthorhombic.[94] This results in γ= 3.42◦ for Al-17.8 and
γ = 5.55◦ for Al-16.4 where γ describes a tilt of the 14M unit cell around
b14M.[18] The relevant NM unit cells inside the 14M cell are inclined by
3.31◦ and 3.93◦ around c14M for Al-17.8 and Al-16.4, respectively. These tilt
angles can be determined from the structure of the 14M unit cell by basic
geometry as described in Kaufmann et al. [18]. Combining these two tilts
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Figure 5.6. XRD pole figures of the (004)NM and (400)NM peaks for (a)–(b) Al-17.8
and (c)–(d) Al-16.4. The orientation of the NM variants matches the expected
orientation of the building blocks of the 14M structure. ϕ = 0◦ corresponds to
[100]MgO = [110]A.
one can calculate the expected peak positions in the pole figures. The result
is ψ= 4.7◦, ϕ = ±1◦ for Al-17.8 and ψ= 6.8◦, ϕ = ±10◦ for Al-16.4. The
calculated ψ angles almost precisely fit to the measured angles for both
films. The larger calculated ϕ for Al-16.4 also explains the broadening in ϕ
direction of the measured major spots in the pole figure in Fig. 5.6(c), which
look like superpositions of two peaks at slightly different ϕ. Due to 4-fold
symmetry induced by the substrate, the corresponding reflections in the
other quadrants of the pole figures are also explained. The minor reflections
in the (004)NM pole figure of Al-16.4 at ψ = 8◦ and ϕ = 45◦ ± 6.8◦ originate
from type Y microstructure which is not observed in Al-17.8. ψ corresponds
to the tilt of the smaller tetragonal twin within the 14M cell around c14M to
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ψ= 7.99◦ and the distance between two neighboring spots in ϕ direction
originates from the a14M-c14M twinning angle α= 11◦.
The main spots in the (400)NM/(004)14M pole figures are at ϕ = 45◦
and ψ ≈ 3◦ for both films. The orientation originates just from the tilt of
the 14M cell in the type X structure around b14M which is around 3
◦.[19]
The positions of the minor reflections at ψ = 7.5◦, ϕ = ±15◦ (calculated:
ψ = 7.7◦, ϕ = ±19◦) for Al-17.8, and ψ = 8◦, ϕ = ±14◦ (calculated:
ψ= 9.7◦, ϕ = ±9.4◦) are calculated analogously to the (004)NM spots with
the difference that here the 2-layer part of the 14M cell with tilts of 6.92◦ and
7.99◦ around c14M for Al-17.8 and Al-16.4 is responsible. Deviations between
calculated and measured positions of the spots in the pole figures can again
originate from the uncertainty of the exact lattice constants since only nearly
out-of-plane lattice constants are considered here, as stated above.
5.2.2 Freestanding films
Due to the omission of substrate clamping, freestanding films exhibit a wavi-
ness which effectively reduces texture of the specimen and hence the XRD
peak intensity. In order to partly compensate for this, the structural characteri-
zation of freestanding films is based on a 1000 nm thick Ni40.4Co8.8Mn33.4Al17.4
film.
As is visible from Fig. 5.2, the substrate constrained film is martensitic
at room temperature and the structure is adaptive 14M/NM with lattice
parameters given in Tab. 5.2. The XRD pattern around the (004) peaks is
shown in Fig. 5.7 (dashed lines), which reveals a similar structure as Al-17.8.
After wet etching of the sacrificial V layer the freestanding film was kept on
the MgO substrate in the same orientation as for the substrate bound film
in order to retain the same crystal orientation. The XRD patterns of this
‘as-released film’ are shown in Fig. 5.7 as solid lines. Contrary to the substrate
constrained film, the freestanding film exhibits only two detectable Bragg
peaks in that range: (400)NM and (004)NM. The absence of the small 14M
peaks in this film can be explained by the waviness and therefore lower XRD
intensity compared to the substrate constrained film.2 Another possibility is
the suppression of the 14M structure due to widening of the NM variants,
which is energetically favorable after the loss of the substrate constraint. The
2The peak intensities of the freestanding film in Fig. 5.7 look comparable to those of the
substrate constrained film because they were obtained by longer integration times.
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Figure 5.7. XRD patterns of the substrate constrained and freestanding (as-released)
1000 nm film. After releasing the film, only the (004)NM and (400)NM peaks remain.
(040)14M/(004)A peak belonging partly to residual austenite is also gone due
to the omission of the substrate clamping.
In order to study the real-space orientation of the martensitic variants,
pole figure measurements were conducted for the (004)NM and (400)NM
substrate-constrained and freestanding film. On substrate (Fig. 5.8(a) and
5.8(b)) the film exhibits the same orientation as the 200 nm film Al-17.8 (cf.
Fig. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b)). Additionally, due to the larger ψ-range of the pole
figures in Fig. 5.8, reflections from the in-plane lattice constants are visible
when approaching ψ = 90◦ at ϕ = 45◦ which is equivalent to the [100]A
direction. The range for the azimuth is only 180◦, which is sufficient for the
analysis due to the 4-fold symmetry of the pole figures that originates from
the cubic austenite.
The pole figures of the as-released film are shown in Fig. 5.8(c) and 5.8(d).
In the (004)NM pole figure (Fig. 5.8(c)) around ψ = 54◦, ϕ = 90◦ some
intensity originating from the nearby (222)NM peak is visible due to the
increased integration times for the freestanding films. Apart from that, the
reflections around the origin are similar to those of the substrate constrained
film and show that the variant orientation has not changed after the film
was released. Also, around ψ= 90◦ three reflections are still visible around
ϕ = 135◦, however, the central spot is considerably weaker than the outer
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(004)NM (400)NM
(222)
(222)
90°-α
Figure 5.8. Pole figure plots of the (004)NM and (400)NM peaks for the substrate
constrained film (a) and (b), the as-released film (c) and (d), and the annealed
freestanding film (e) and (f). The positions of the spots and hence the orientation
of the martensitic variant differ significantly between substrate constrained and
freestanding films. The intensity in the (004)NM pole figures in (c) and (e) around
ψ= 54◦,ϕ = 90◦ is an artifact originating from a nearby (222)NM peak.
ones atϕ = 135◦±5.5◦ contrary to the substrate constrained film (Fig. 5.7(a)).
Moreover, it is noted that for the freestanding films the spots are smeared
out due to the waviness of the film and the features at 45◦ and 135◦ are
not identical due to imperfect sample alignment. In the (400)NM pole figure
(Fig. 5.8(d)), only one large spot with streaks in the direction of ϕ = 45◦
is visible around the origin. Due to the waviness, the fine features visible
for the substrate constrained film visible in Fig. 5.7(b) are not resolved.
Around ψ = 90◦ three spots are now visible at ϕ = 135◦ and ϕ = 135◦±4.5◦
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as opposed to only one spot for the substrate constrained film. So, the
polefigures of the as-released film still show the same characteristics as
the substrate constrained one; however, the spots from the in-plane lattice
constants (i.e. at ψ= 90◦) are significantly altered. This occurs on the one
hand by widening of the spot size and by the appearance of additional spots,
best seen in the (004)NM pole figure.
Moreover, it has to be considered that the as-released film not necessar-
ily exhibits an energetically favorable structure because the material was
already martensitic before releasing the film and is hence constrained in
the microstructure induced by the substrate. In order to get the default
microstructure of freestanding Ni-Co-Mn-Al films, the martensite was reset
by annealing the freestanding film above the austenite finish temperature
(annealing temperature Tann = 523 K) and subsequently cooling back to room
temperature.
The pole figure measurements of the annealed film are depicted in Fig. 5.8(e)
and 5.8(f) and reveal real space orientations of martensitic variants distinctly
different from the as-released film and the substrate constrained film. It is
striking that around the origin of Fig. 5.8(e) no intensity from (004)NM is
found and also that the features around ψ = 90◦ differ significantly from
those measured for the as-released film. The absence of intensity around
the origin indicates that out-of-plane orientation of the c-axis is suppressed
in freestanding films. Also, it was stated above that the distinct features of
the (004)NM pole figure around the origin are an indication of the adaptive
14M. However, in thin freestanding films there is no need for a 14M structure
at the habit plane because two of the three tetragonal variants can form
an exact interface to the austenite as explained in chapter 2.1.2. The third
variant – that with an out-of-plane c-axis – cannot form an exact interface to
the austenite and is therefore not present in the freestanding films.
Both, (004)NM and (400)NM generate two reflections nearψ = 90◦, ϕ = 45◦
instead of three for the as-released film. The central spots at ϕ = 45◦ and
135◦ visible for the as-released film are therefore remnants from the 14M
structure. The spot at the origin of the (400)NM pole figure is larger than that
of the as-released film, which is caused by further increased waviness after
the annealing process. The spot also pulls streaks in the [100]A direction,
which therefore can be identified as the preferred orientation of the film’s
waviness.
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Figure 5.9. Sketch of the martensitic microstructure in freestanding films. (a) shows
the two variants U1 and U2, and the twinning angle α which leads to the spots in the
pole figures Fig. 5.8(e) and 5.8(f). (b) shows the misfit between twins with different
twinning boundary orientations (green areas), and (c) shows the calculated habit
plane orientation.
The pole figures of the freestanding film can be understood by solving
the kinematic compatibility conditions. The result from Eq. 2.24 is that the
invariant lines between two variants are in the 〈110〉A direction and the
twinning angle is αU1,U2 = 11.5
◦. One of the possible orientations is sketched
in Fig. 5.9(a). This microstructure exactly fits the measured spots in the pole
figures in Figs. 5.8(e) and 5.8(f) as indicated by the orange angle.
All four solutions of the twinning equation are found in the martensitic
films because they are energetically equal. However, connecting these mi-
crostrucutres without deformations is not possible, as can be seen from the
green areas in Fig. 5.9(c). Formation of these sketched gaps can also not
easily be established because the lattice positions on opposite sides of the gap
belong to the same atom, which means that the film must deform or rupture
during the martensitic transformation. Advantageously, the geometry of
freestanding thin films allows for macroscopic distortions since the film can
freely bulge out of the film plane.
From the absence of out-of-plane c-axis orientation it follows directly that
the film area increases by aNMcNM/a
2
0 − 1 = 7.3 % compared to an austenitic
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[110]A [110]A
(a) (b)
Figure 5.10. Bulging of martensitic freestanding films. (a) shows a SEM micrograph
of the annealed 1000 nm film and (b) shows an optical micrograph of the partly
martensitic freestanding film Al-19.1*.
film. This increase in area is also compensated by bulging up in out-of-plane
direction.
Figure 5.10 shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrograph of
the 1000 nm film in (a) and an optical micrograph of a partly martensitic
200 nm freestanding film of Al-19.1 in (b). The bulging of the films is clearly
visible and the orientation of the bulged up tents and tunnels matches the
orientation expected from the sketch in Fig. 5.9(b). The visible orientation
of these tents and tunnels also explains the [100]A streaks pointing away
from the origin in Fig. 5.8(f).
Further, it has to be stated that the visible 〈100〉A oriented ridges at
the base of the bulges in Fig. 5.10 are not necessarily exact austenite-
martensite interfaces. Instead, from Eq. 2.23 it follows that the invariant
lines between austenite and martensite are described by the unit vectors
eˆI ,U1 = (0.5236,±0.8520,0) for variant 1 and eˆI ,U2 = (±0.8520,0.5236,0)
for variant 2 in the austenite reference system and the inclination between
[100]A and the Ith variant of martensite isαI ,UI = 5.4
◦. One possible austenite-
martensite interface is sketched in Fig. 5.9(c) and it is inclined from the
[010]A direction by 31.6◦. So, in order to resolve the real habit plane orien-
tation further experiments employing, e.g., TEM will be conducted in future
work.
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5.2.3 Discussion
The key findings that the substrate constrained films exhibit 14M and NM,
and the freestanding films NM martensite shows that the martensitic mi-
crostructure is not solely dependent on the composition of the material but
also on boundary conditions and sample geometry. Structural data for bulk
Ni-Co-Mn-Al were not available at the time of publication of this work, but for
Ni-Mn-Al both 14M and NM martensites are recorded.[83] For structurally
similar Ni-Mn-Ga compounds, epitaxial films also exhibit an adaptive 14M
martensite, while bulk alloys of the same composition exhibit NM marten-
site.[18] Therefore, it can be concluded that the adaptive 14M martensite in
epitaxial thin films is solely a result of the substrate constraint since it can
form without macroscopic deformations of the film and it can easily form
a habit plane with the austenite. In the freestanding film two of the NM
variants can form an exact interface to the austenite and the film can also
easily undergo macroscopic deformations and can therefore form larger NM
variants in order to minimize twin boundary energy.
As a last point to be discussed here, it is striking that the tetragonality
of the NM structure slightly enhances from c/a = 1.205 in the substrate
constrained film to c/a = 1.224 in the freestanding film (cf. Tab. 5.2).
However, calculations of the free energy vs. tetragonality of similar materials
usually show a rather broad minimum. Therefore, it is plausible that c/a
can be slightly varied depending on the boundary conditions in order to
minimize the total energy of the system.[95, 96]
5.3 Magnetic properties
In order to analyze the metamagnetic characteristic of the martensitic trans-
formation of Ni-Co-Mn-Al films, temperature dependent field cooling (FC)
and field heating (FH) magnetization curves were measured and are shown
in Fig. 5.11. A low applied field of 10 mT is chosen to generate only negli-
gible field induced shift of the transformation temperatures and to avoid a
contribution from the diamagnetic MgO. Al-19.1 (Fig. 5.11(a)) exhibits a
monotonically decreasing magnetization with increasing temperature up to
the austenite Curie temperature TC = 408 K , which is determined by the in-
flection point of M(T ). The M(T ) curve shows no indication of a martensitic
transformation.
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Figure 5.11. M(T ) curves of the substrate constrained films for field cooling (black)
and field heating (red) at µ0H = 10mT. Al-19.1 (a) shows no martensitic trans-
formation and transformation of Al-18.4 (b) is incomplete resulting in a thermal
hysteresis between 150 K and 330 K accompanied by only small changes of the
magnetization. For Al-17.8 (c) M(T) was measured at various fields up to 5 T in
order to estimate the field induced shift of the transformation temperatures and the
magnetocaloric properties. The blue squares and triangles depict TM and TA defined
by the inflection points of the FC and FH curves. For each film M(T ) at µ0H = 10 mT
is presented as a combined curve where a cooling system and a heating system were
employed, indicated by dashed and solid lines, respectively, in (c) and (d). The
measurement sequence and direction are indicated by numbers and arrows in (d).
For Al-18.4 (Fig. 5.11(b)), the FC and FH curves envelop a thermal hystere-
sis between 150 K and 330 K which indicates a martensitic transformation
and the inflection points in the transformation region define the forward (TM)
and reverse (TA) transformation temperatures. However, the martensitic
transformation of Al-18.4 is incomplete and residual austenite leads to high
magnetization at low temperature. The large amount of residual austenite
has been confirmed by low temperature XRD measurements (not shown).
For Al-17.8 (Fig. 5.11(b)), a distinct drop in the magnetization during
cooling below 360 K is visible, which is due to the magnetostructural trans-
formation from a strongly ferromagnetic austenite to a weakly magnetic
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martensite. The difference in magnetization between martensite and austen-
ite, ∆M , leads to a reduction of the transformation temperatures induced
by the magnetic field. This follows from the magnetic Clausius-Clapeyron
equation (Eq. 2.5)
dTM/A
µ0dH
= − ∆M
∆Stot
(5.1)
for two phases with entropy difference∆Stot. Hence, M(T ) curves at different
applied fields up to 5 T were measured (Fig. 5.11(b)). For Al-17.8 the zero
field transformation temperatures are TM = 348K and TA = 389 K.
The inset shows the dependence of TM and TA on the external field and to
estimate the field induced change of the transformation temperature, TM(H)
and TA(H) were fitted by a quadratic polynomial. From this,
dTM
µ0dH
= −1(1) KT −µ0H ·1.4(2) KT2 and
dTA
µ0dH
= −0.50(4) KT −µ0H ·0.55(2) KT2
are obtained. For comparison, for bulk Ni40Co10Mn33Al17, dTM/dH ≈ −6 K/T
and dTA/dH ≈ −3.6 K/T can be estimated from Kainuma et al. [81] between
0.05 and 7.0 T (TM = 335 K, TA = 361 K, TC = 428 K). If the above fits are aver-
aged between 0 and 7 T, (i.e. evaluated at 3.5 T) dTM/dH(3.5 T) = −6(1)K/T
and dTA/dH(3.5T) = −2.4(6)K/T are obtained. While our dTM/dH coin-
cides with the bulk value, the reason for the lower values for dTA/dH in the
investigated film can be explained by the smaller ∆M at the reverse trans-
formation due to the higher transformation temperatures and the resulting
vicinity of TA and TC. Moreover, with decreasing TC − TA it is also reported
that the entropy difference ∆Stot between austenite and martensite increases
and thus dTA/dH decreases (cf. Eq. 5.1]).[97] The observed increase in
magnetization below 100 K at 5 T is due to paramagnetic impurities in the
MgO substrate. Since this film, Al-17.8, exhibits transformation temperatures
close to room temperature combined with a large ∆M it is chosen for further
magnetocaloric analysis discussed in Sec. 5.4.
It has to be noted that there is no physical model behind the polynomial
fit and it is solely done in order to estimate the field dependent dTM/A/dH,
which is impractical directly from the rather noisy data.
Figure 5.11(d) shows the magnetization of Al-16.4. The FC curve depicts
one sharp peak between TM and the close-by TC. In the FH curve, TA is not
visible in the magnetization because the reverse transformation occurs above
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Figure 5.12. M(T ) curves of the freestanding films Al-19.1* (a) and Al-18.4* (b).
For Al-19.1 several curves up to 2.0 T are measured in order to determine the field
dependence of TA and TM, which is shown in the inset.
TC. The FC and FH curves for Al-16.4 are combined from a high temperature
(T > 300K) and a low temperature (T < 400K) measurement in order to
cover the complete transformation range.3
Table 5.1 lists the Curie temperatures and martensitic transformation
temperatures for all investigated films. As observed for other Ni-Mn-based
Heusler alloys TM is strongly dependent on the composition and increases
with the valence electron concentration.[3] TC shows a slight composition
dependence, which can be explained by different Mn and Co concentrations.
Both elements are known to increase TC with increasing concentration, which
is in agreement with our results (Table 5.1). [98–100]
For clarity, the freestanding films are marked by an asterisk. Figure 5.12
shows the isofield magnetization measurements of the freestanding films
Al-19.1* and Al-18.4*. Both films exhibit a pronounced martensitic trans-
formation, which is contrary to the behavior of the corresponding substrate
constrained films that transform either only partially (Fig. 5.11(b)) or not at
all (Fig. 5.11(a)). Additionally, the transformation temperatures of Al-18.4*
are shifted substantially upwards after the film has been released, which
is elucidated in detail in Sec. 5.5. Since for Al-19.1* the martensitic trans-
3In fact, all M(T) curves which go beyond 400 K are combined in this way, but the mea-
surement sequence and the way the final curve is put together is only important if the
hysteresis is not closed below 400 K.
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Figure 5.13. Isothermal magnetization measurements of Al-17.8 at different tem-
peratures. Prior to each measurement the specimen was cooled to 150 K. Around TA
the magnetization shows significant hysteresis due to an irreversible field induced
reverse transformation. The arrows indicate the direction of field change.
formation is close to room temperature with a large magnetization change
∆M , several isofield curves up to 2 T are measured to estimate the field
induced shift of the transformation temperatures and the entropy change
(see below in Sec. 5.4). In analogy to the substrate constrained film Al-17.8,
the transformation temperatures shown in the inset of Fig. 5.12(a) were
fitted by a quadratic polynomial which results in
dTM
µ0dH
= −2.1(4) KT −µ0H ·1.5(2) KT2 and
dTA
µ0dH
= −2.6(3) KT −µ0H ·0.5(9) KT2 .
The comparison of the freestanding film Al-19.1* and the substrate con-
strained film Al-17.3 will be done in the following section.
5.4 Magnetocaloric properties
The following analysis of the field induced reverse transformation and mag-
netocaloric properties is focused on the substrate constrained film Al-17.8
and the freestanding film Al-19.1*, since they exhibit the largest ∆M , which
is the driving force for field induced reverse transformation. Also, marten-
sitic transformation occurs close to room temperature, which is desirable for
many magnetocaloric applications.
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Figure 5.13 shows M(H)T isotherms at selected temperatures, each mea-
sured after undercooling the specimen to 150 K in order to assure well-defined
starting conditions. In the martensitic phase (150 K) the magnetization satu-
rates below 1 T whereas in the austenite phase (400 K) up to 5 T the magne-
tization does not saturate. The coercive field of the material is Hc = 1 mT
at room temperature and thus the magnetic hysteresis caused thereby is
negligible. However, at temperatures around TA, the M(H)T curves show
significant thermal hysteresis. During the initial increase of the external
field beyond a critical value the slope of the M(H) curve increases due to a
field induced reverse transformation whereas under subsequent decreasing
field the magnetization is consistently higher. During a second field loop the
magnetization retraces the curve of decreasing field of the first loop (not
shown). Hence, the field induced reverse transformation is irreversible at
the applied field of 5 T, which is a consequence of the thermal hysteresis seen
in Fig. 5.11(c).
In order to determine the entropy change ∆S(T,∆H) caused by the field
induced reverse transformation, FC and FH M(T )H have been measured for
Al-17.8 and Al-19.1* at external fields of 0.1 T to 2.0 T in steps of 0.1 T, and
additionally for Al-17.8 at 3 T, 4 T, and 5 T. Selected curves are shown in
Figs. 5.11(c) and 5.12(a). The entropy change induced by a change of an
applied field ∆H (from 0 to Hmax) can be estimated by numerical evaluation
of the integrated Maxwell relation, Eq. 2.33, or
∆Sm(T, Hmax) = µ0
∫ Hmax
0

∂M(T, H)
∂T

H
dH. (5.2)
Figure 5.14 reveals ∆Sm for different applied fields. For Al-17.8, large
values of 17.5 J kg−1K−1 (FH) and 13.2 J kg−1K−1 (FC) at a field change of
µ0∆H = 5T are obtained. For comparison, Gd shows ∆S = −11J kg−1K−1
for µ0∆H = 5 T.[101]
The field dependence of ∆Sm is plotted in Fig. 5.15(a). The most striking
feature is the visible difference in ∆Sm(5 T) between FC and FH of Al-17.8,
however, the discussion of this is postponed to a later paragraph in this
chapter. Up to Hmax = 2T, ∆Sm is almost equal around 7.5J/(kg K) for the
substrate constrained and freestanding film. Only the entropy change calcu-
lated from the FH curves of Al-19.1* is lower. This difference is due to the
slight asymmetry of the hysteresis of the corresponding M(T ) curves visible in
Fig. 5.12: |∂M/∂T | is slightly larger for the FC branch than for the FH branch
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Figure 5.14. Entropy change of Al-17.8 (a) and Al-19.1* (b) calculated from FC
(black) and FH (red) M(T) curves (Fig. 5.11(b),Fig. 5.12(a)) using Eq. 5.2 for
selected magnetic field changes.
and application of Eq. 5.2 results in decreased ∆Sm. Such an asymmetry was
also found in epitaxial Ni-Co-Mn-Ga thin films where it is attributed to dif-
ferent nucleation barriers for the forward and reverse transformation.[102]
It is more difficult to form a martensitic nucleus in a well-ordered austenitic
single crystal due to the lack of nucleation centers. The martensite, however,
is highly disordered, which anticipates the nucleation. Thus, the forward
transformation occurs only after some undercooling, but then more rapidly
than the reverse transformation, which occurs gradually. For the substrate
constrained film, this kind of asymmetry is not present. However, it is visible
from the XRD patterns in Fig. 5.5 that the martensite peak does not vanish
completely even at high temperatures. These residual martensitic nuclei can
grow as soon as the temperature falls below the martensite start temperature
and thus, forward and reverse transformation have similar energy barriers.
For most of the other magnetocaloric Heusler compound thin films it is
observed that the temperature range of the martensitic transformation is
increased as compared to bulk, which results in broadening and flattening of
the ∆Sm peak corresponding to the martensitic transformation. For example
epitaxial Ni-Co-Mn-In films only show∆S = 5 J kg−1K−1 for µ0∆H = 6 T.[14]
This broadening effect is less pronounced in Ni-Mn-Sn films[66] and the
present Ni-Co-Mn-Al films. The reasons for the increase of the transformation
range have not yet been ascertained, but size effects, substrate clamping,
and phase compatibility between martensite and austenite affect the char-
acteristics of the martensitic transformation in thin films.[10, 66] The heat
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Figure 5.15. The magnetocaloric potential of Ni-Co-Mn-Al films. The field induced
entropy change,∆Sm, (Eq. 5.2) and the corresponding RCP (Eq. 5.3) are depicted in
(a) and (b), respectively. (c) shows the total entropy difference between austenite
and martensite, ∆Scc (Eq. 2.5). The MIA =∆Sm/∆Scc is plotted in (d).
treatment and thus the crystallization process during the preparation of thin
films should also be considered as it is completely different to bulk and can
result in, e.g., substantial composition gradients.
Thus, as an appropriate measure to compare the magnetocaloric potential
of bulk and thin film material, the relative cooling power
RCP =∆Smaxm δTFWHM (5.3)
is introduced, where ∆Smaxm is the amplitude and δTFWHM the full width at
half maximum of the corresponding peak. For the calculation we did not
consider any losses due to hysteresis effects of the material which reduce
the cooling efficiency under field cycling as suggested by Guillou et al. [103]
and the RCP is primarily used as a measure for the area of the ∆Sm peak.
However, it has to be stated that due to the thermal hysteresis the inverse
MCE in the present material is irreversible using moderate magnetic fields
without manually adjusting the temperature after each field cycle. Before
the inverse MCE of the material can be utilized in an efficient cooling system
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it is necessary to optimize the thermal hysteresis. This was, for example,
successfully done by Srivastava et al. by tuning the composition of Ni-Co-
Mn-Sn in order to maximize the crystallographic compatibility between
martensite and austenite.[104] Another approach to reduce or eliminate
thermal hysteresis is the implementation of structural or chemical defects by,
e.g., thermal treatment, substitution or doping with further atomic species,
introduction of vacancies, or ion irradiation.[103, 105–107] For the Ni-Co-
Mn-Al system, minimization of the hysteresis will be pursued in a future
project.
The field dependencies of the RCP for Al-17.8 and Al-19.1* are depicted
in Fig. 5.15(b). For both films the RCP calculated from FC curves is slightly
larger than that from FH curves. This is due to the presence of the counter-
acting conventional magnetocaloric effect close to TC, which narrows the FH
∆Sm peak. This cMCE contribution is visible as a negative ∆Sm in the high
temperature region of Fig. 5.14(a) and 5.14(b).
One of the most promising magnetocaloric Heusler compounds is Ni-Co-
Mn-In, which shows 19 J kg−1K−1 atµ0∆H = 1.9 T for bulk Ni45.7Co5Mn36.3In13.
Moreover, from Liu et al. [108] one can estimate the RCP of Ni-Co-Mn-
In to be 135 J kg−1 for µ0∆H = 1.9T which is similar to our results for
µ0∆H = 2T. For comparison, Gd shows RCP = 660J kg
−1 for µ0∆H = 5T
(estimated from Dan’kov et al. [101]). Also, the RCP of Ni-Co-Mn-Al is
comparable to other promising thin film systems like FeRh[109], MnAs[107]
or La0.8Ca0.2MnO3[110].
To further discuss the magnetocaloric properties, the full entropy change
between austenite and martensite ∆Stot is evaluated using the Clausius-
Clapeyron relation (Eq. 5.1) and denoted as ∆Scc. The values for dTM/A/dH
are calculated from the polynomial fits given in the previous section. The
magnetization difference ∆M between martensite and austenite at the tem-
peratures TM(H) and TA(H) is estimated from Figs. 5.11(c) and 5.12(a). The
values obtained for∆Scc are plotted in Fig. 5.15(c), where the error bars have
been calculated from the uncertainties of the fit coefficients of dTM/A/dH
and a 5 % error in the estimate of ∆M .
All curves reveal a decreasing entropy difference with increasing field. The
reason for this is that the negative magnetic contribution to the entropy of
the austenite increases with increasing field and increasing magnetization
as is clear from Eq. 2.11. Moreover, since the transformation temperatures
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shift substantially with increasing field, a change of the lattice contribution
to the entropy is likely.
By comparing the field induced entropy change ∆Sm and the total entropy
change ∆Scc it is possible to estimate the maximum amount of material
transformed due to a given magnetic field. This magnitude, the magnetically
induced austenite, MIA =∆Smaxm /∆Scc is plotted in Fig. 5.15(d). As expected
the magnitude increases with increasing applied field. However, it is visible
for the FC curve of Al-17.8 that the MIA reaches 100 % at 5 T, which means
that a field change of µ0∆H = 5T is enough for a complete phase transfor-
mation of the material because ∆Scc is the upper limit for ∆Sm. This causes
the saturation of the FC ∆Sm curve seen in Fig. 5.15(a) and accordingly the
broadening of the peak in Fig. 5.11(a). Hence, further increase of the applied
field will not increase ∆Smaxm but it will lead to a widening of the ∆Sm peak
(Fig. 5.14(a)) to lower temperature due to the drop of TM and hereby the
RCP increases. The field dependence of the RCP is therefore not significantly
affected by the saturation of FC ∆Smaxm and the FC RCP stays above the FH
RCP as seen in Fig. 5.15(b).
5.5 Phase diagram
In this section, we put all zero field transformation temperatures available
into a structural and magnetic phase diagram. So, for those films where the
transformation temperatures could not be identified by M(T ) measurements
(see Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12), temperature dependent XRD measurements
were performed and are presented in Fig. 5.16 as normalized integrated
intensity of the (004)A peak over temperature. The resulting phase diagram
with all magnetic and structural transformation temperatures between 200 K
and 450 K as a function of the valence electron concentration (e/a) is pre-
sented in Fig. 5.17. Clearly, TM and TA decrease with decreasing e/a ratio, as
expected for Ni-Mn-based Heusler compounds.[3] Furthermore, it is visible
that the martensitic transformation shifts to higher temperature when the
film is released from the substrate and the substrate constrained films with
low e/a ratio show no or only incomplete martensitic transformations. There
are several influences directly or indirectly caused by the substrate that may
hinder the martensitic transformation and lead to these observations.
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Figure 5.16. Temperature dependence of the (004)A XRD peak for substrate con-
strained (circles) and freestanding (open triangles) Al-17.8 (a) and substrate con-
strained Al-16.4 (b). XRD measurements allow for the determination of the trans-
formation temperatures above TC. TM and TA are indicated as blue squares and
triangles, respectively.
Strain For martensitic materials in general the transformation temperatures
are known to show a strong strain dependence because the crystallographic
anisotropy in the martensite phase allows for the material to rearrange the
variants in order to minimize the stress. Since this is not possible for the
high symmetry austenite state, the application of uniaxial strain favors the
martensite. This is contrary to the assumption of a strain induced by the
substrate.
The lattice mismatch between the V buffer and the Heusler film leads
to epitaxial (biaxial) strain close to the V/Ni-Co-Mn-Al interface which is
released in the unconstrained freestanding film. The equilibrium lattice
constant of V is 3.03 Å which is close to the in-plane lattice constant of 3.00 Å
(out of plane: 3.05 Å) as determined by XRD measurements. So, the V is
only slightly strained by the underlying MgO substrate (aMgO/
p
2 = 2.98 Å).
The austenite lattice constants of Al-19.1, Al-18.4, and Al-17.8 are almost
identical and the lattice mismatch is 2.7 % for the former two and 2.9 % for
the latter film (cf. Tabl. 5.2). In another experiment we deposited the Ni-Co-
Mn-Al onto different substrate and buffer layer materials. It revealed that
the transformation temperatures are not significantly changed on different
substrate materials with up to 3% lattice mismatch.[111] Therefore, the
influence of epitaxial strain on the austenite lattice can be excluded as a
source for the shift of transformation temperatures upon release of the film.
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Figure 5.17. Structural and magnetic phase diagram of freestanding and substrate
constrained Ni-Co-Mn-Al films. The transformation temperatures are shown as a
function of the composition and the e/a ratio calculated from it. The Curie tem-
perature depicted by purple triangles is extracted from M(T ) measurements of the
substrate constrained films shown in Fig. 5.11. TM and TA are shown by blue and
red symbols, respectively. The data points were obtained by M(T ) measurements
(closed symbols) and XRD measurements (open symbols). The orange and green ar-
eas represent the transformation range of the substrate constrained and freestanding
films, respectively.
Substrate clamping The presence of a cubic substrate or buffer layer pre-
vents macroscopic geometrical changes of the material and leads to a cer-
tain amount of residual austenite at the interface even in the martensite
phase. Also, as discussed in Sec. 5.2.3, the boundary condition at the habit
plane leads to the formation of a finely twinned and adaptive 14M and NM
martensite with many twin boundaries which raise the overall energy of the
martensitic phase and thus, the martensite phase is stabilized only at lower
temperature as compared to the freestanding films.
Size of the martensitic nucleus The relevant energy contributions for
the nucleation of martensite are a volume term and a surface term which
together define the size of a martensitic nucleus. The volume term is given
by the difference in Gibbs free energy density between the two phases and
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therefore increases with decreasing temperature. The interface energy is
determined by the energy of the new habit planes enveloping the nucleus.
For adaptive 14M martensite the martensitic nuclei are elongated and flat
diamonds with habit planes inclined by few degrees from the [011]A direction
and an aspect ratio of approximately 40 to 14 to 1 as shown by Niemann
[19]. The maximum size is determined by one tip of the diamond touching
the substrate because a larger nucleus requires a finitely extended interface
with the substrate which is energetically vastly unfavorable.[19] Thus, the
film thickness dictates the maximum size of a martensitic nucleus. The
consequence is that with decreasing film thickness the nucleation requires
more undercooling which shifts the transformation to lower temperature.[9,
72] The film thickness also determines the width of the martensitic variants
which is seen on the film surface (cf. Fig. 5.3) since the nuclei grow mainly
in length and not in width because they cannot form an interface with the
substrate.
The freestanding films have two free interfaces and therefore, the condition
of a maximum nucleus size does not apply here. The size of a martensitic
nucleus is therefore much smaller for substrate constrained films than for
freestanding films and the required undercooling for nucleation decreases
the transformation temperatures.
Diestel et al. report similar transformation temperatures for substrate con-
strained and freestanding 3.84µm thick Ni-Co-Mn-Ga films.[102] However,
the authors do not provide a structural characterization, so it is not clear
whether the freestanding films in that case also show a martensitic structure
comparable to that found for Ni-Co-Mn-Al films. For substrate constrained
films it is known from other publications of that group that Ni-Co-Mn-Ga
and Ni-Co-Mn-Al are isostructural.[112] Furthermore, the film thickness
dependence of the shift of the transformation temperatures in freestanding
films has yet to be investigated, since in thicker substrate constrained films,
the martensitic nuclei and variants grow and consequently the interface
contribution decreases, which is expected to increase the transformation
temperatures.
Kinetic arrest For bulk Ni-Co-Mn-In and Ni-Co-Mn-Al with strongly ferro-
magnetic austenite it was found that if the transformation temperature is
below the Curie temperature the total entropy difference between martensite
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Figure 5.18. Total entropy change vs. dif-
ference between Curie and martensitic
transformation temperatures at µ0H =
2T. The entropy change related to the
martensitic transformation decreases with
TC − TM/A due to the increase of the mag-
netic entropy.
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and austenite decreases with increasing TC− TM.[86, 97] This happens when
the negative magnetic contribution is of the same order of magnitude as
the positive lattice contribution. Thus, at temperatures well below TC the
undercooling needed for martensitic transformation increases until the trans-
formation is entirely depleted. The connection between ∆Scc and TC − TM
is shown in Fig. 5.18 for the transformation temperatures at µ0H = 2T of
Al-17.8 and Al-19.1* from Fig. 5.15(c). Clearly, the entropy change decreases
with decreasing transformation temperature. Therefore, it is plausible that
if the transformation is shifted to even lower temperatures, it is depleted
completely as seen for the substrate constrained Al-19.1. Similar tempera-
ture dependence of ∆Stot is reported for bulk Ni-Co-Mn-Al alloys.[113] This
temperature dependence also leads to the different field induced shifts for
TA and TM and an increased structural hysteresis in M(T ) measurements at
higher applied field.
A related effect is the reentrant martensitic transformation reported in
certain off-stoichiometric Co2Cr(Ga,Si) Heusler alloys by Xu et al. [114]
where at low temperatures the martensite transforms back to austenite. The
key condition for this effect is a strongly ferromagnetic austenite and a non-
magnetic martensite. The conventional martensitic transformation is then
above the austenite Curie temperature between two non-magnetic phases
and the reentrant transformation below TC from non-magnetic martensite
to ferromagnetic austenite during cooling. A reentrant martensitic trans-
formation was not found in the investigated Ni-Co-Mn-Al alloys, however,
our findings show a decreasing ∆Stot for increasing TC − TM. Therefore, the
kinetic arrest phenomenon is likely to be responsible for the suppression of
the martensitic transformation of Al-19.1 and Al-18.4. Thus, in these films
the substrate constraint leads to reduction of the transformation tempera-
tures until the entropy difference between the two phases is too small to
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enable a martensitic transformation. In the freestanding films the substrate
constraint is released and the increased transformation temperatures allow
for a martensitic transformation.
A last point for discussion is the influence of the substrate constant on the
width of the thermal hysteresis. It is visible from Fig. 5.17 that the hysteresis
width δTh = TA− TM significantly decreases for Al-18.4 and slightly increases
for Al-17.8. For Al-18.4 the reason is clearly the kinetic arrest that significantly
lowers TM in the substrate constrained film and hence leads to very large
δTh. For Al-17.8, however, the transformation temperatures are too high for
kinetic arrest to significantly influence the thermal hysteresis. For substrate
constrained films exhibiting an adaptive 14M martensite, the hysteresis
width is ascribed to the process of twin coarsening at a certain distance to
the habit plane because the annihilation of twin boundaries represents an
energy barrier.[90]. Since in freestanding films, single NM variants form a
coherent habit plane, a twin coarsening process is not necessary. However, the
martensitic transformation in freestanding films requires macroscopic plastic
deformation of the film which in turn increases the hysteresis width and
leads to a comparable hysteresis for freestanding and substrate constrained
films.
5.6 Conclusions
We have studied the structure, magnetism, and magnetocaloric properties
of epitaxial Ni-Co-Mn-Al thin films on MgO substrates. The martensitic
structure of these films was determined to be a mixed phase consisting of
adaptive 14M martensite and larger NM variants for substrate constrained
films and solely NM martensite for freestanding films. Moreover, the variant
orientation was found to change due to the different boundary conditions and
ductility of freestanding films: The NM variants in the substrate constrained
films are oriented in the same direction as the nanoscopic NM building blocks
of the 14M structure noticeable from pole figure measurements of the NM
reflections, while the freestanding films consist of in-plane oriented NM
variants with exclusive out-of-plane a-axis.
We also found a bulk-like martensitic transformation and giant inverse
magnetocaloric effect in Ni-Co-Mn-Al films with up to∆Sm = 7.3 J/(kg K) for
both substrate constrained and freestanding films and with this Ni-Co-Mn-Al
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qualifies as one of the most promising magnetocaloric thin film materials
known so far. The entropy difference between austenite and martensite,
∆Scc, decreases with increasing magnetic field which leads to saturation
of the field induced entropy change and increasing dTM/A/dH at high field.
The transformation temperatures increase when a film is released from
the substrate, which was attributed to the absence of the need for a finely
twinned martensite at the habit plane. The substrate also limits the size
of a martensitic nucleus which also leads to higher interface energy that
hinders the martensitic transformation. Moreover, it was found that the
∆Scc decreases with decreasing transformation temperatures, which leads to
kinetic arrest, and therefore some of the substrate constrained films do not
exhibit a martensitic transformation, whereas their freestanding counterparts
do.
The most striking problem that mitigates the applicability of Ni-Co-Mn-Al
in magnetic cooling devices is the large structural hysteresis, which makes the
effect irreversible at moderate magnetic fields. Therefore, the first challenge
for future work will be to understand and reduce the structural hysteresis in
this material.
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Summary
In the prospect of examining shape memory Heusler alloy thin films for
applications in spintronics and magnetocalorics, we investigated the potential
of Ni-Mn-Sn films as pinning layers in magnetic tunnel junctions and Ni-Co-
Mn-Al films for magnetic refrigeration. The underlying physical phenomenon
for the first project is an intrinsic exchange bias effect caused by a cluster
spin-glass state at low temperature, whereas for the second project the
giant inverse magnetocaloric effect corresponding to the magnetostructural
martensitic phase transformation is decisive.
We integrated a Ni52Mn34Sn14 Heusler compound film on into an MgO
(substrate)/Ni-Mn-Sn/CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB magnetic tunnel junction and
have shown that the intrinsic exchange bias causes a shift on the switching
field of the magnetic electrodes. From magnetization measurements on a
separate MgO(substrate)/Ni-Mn-Sn sample (sample B) we know that the
martensitic transformation in the film occurs at TM = 257K. Below 70 K an
exchange bias effect is observed with HEB up to 169 Oe at 10 K. Similar magne-
tization measurements on an MgO(substrate)/Ni-Mn-Sn/CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB
specimen (sample A) have shown that the adjacent Ni-Mn-Sn/CoFeB layers
exhibit common coercive fields and hence common HEB, which, however, is
reduced as compared to Ni-Mn-Sn alone due to the low Hc of CoFeB.
TMR measurements on nanofabricated MTJs (sample C) exhibit similar
HEB to that of sample A and therefore it was shown that Ni-Mn-Sn can act as
a pinning layer in MTJs, however, the pinning mechanism is different from
6 Summary
that of common antiferromagnets (see Sec. 2.3). Here, the exchange bias
originates solely in the Ni-Mn-Sn layer and due to the magnetic moment of
Ni-Mn-Sn it is forced upon the adjacent CoFeB layer.
For the study of magnetocaloric Ni-Co-Mn-Al films we fabricated a series
of films with different composition in order to obtain a set of different trans-
formation temperatures. With this we compared the structural, magnetic
and magnetocaloric properties of substrate constrained and freestanding
films. The structural examination reveals an adaptive 14M martensite which
coarsens into mesoscopic NM variants for substrate constrained films. Free-
standing films exhibit only NM martensite with the peculiarity that the
c-axis is exclusively in-plane oriented. Therefore, the martensite is not self-
accommodating and a large misfit between the austenite and martensite
film area is present. To compensate for this the film bulges out and as a
consequence the martensitic film shows high waviness.
Magnetocaloric measurements were conducted on one substrate con-
strained film (Al-17.8) and one freestanding film (Al-19.1*) where different
compositions were chosen because the martensitic transformation shifts to
higher temperatures in freestanding films. The reason for this is that the
boundary condition to the substrate demands a finely twinned martensite
with high interface energy at the habit plane and it also limits the size of
a martensitic nucleus which further leads to higher interface energy which
hinders the martensitic transformation. Nevertheless, giant inverse magne-
tocaloric effects were found with up to ∆Sm = 7.3 J/(kg K) for both substrate
constrained and freestanding films. The entropy difference between austen-
ite and martensite∆Scc was found to decrease with increasing magnetic field
which leads to saturation of the field induced entropy change and increas-
ing dTM/A/dH at high field. Furthermore, ∆Scc decreases with decreasing
temperature which causes kinetic arrest and suppression of the martensitic
transformation in films with low expected transformation temperature. This
effect is also noticeable in the field dependence of the transformation tem-
peratures. For both investigated films the lower TM drops faster than TA
since the lower∆Stot between martensite and austenite at lower temperature
accelerates the decrease of TM/A.
The most striking limitations that should be addressed in future work
are the temperature dependence of the intrinsic EB in Ni-Mn-Sn and the
structural hysteresis in Ni-Co-Mn-Al.
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Chapter 7
Outlook
In this chapter, in addition to the brief outlooks given at the end
of the previous chapters, two separate topics are introduced that
especially make use of substrate constrained or freestanding films.
Specifically, these are the use of X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) and energy-loss magnetic chiral dichroism (EMCD) for the
element specific magnetic moments, and pump-probe spectroscopy
to study the time scale of the martensitic transformation.
7.1 X-ray magnetic circular dichroism and
energy-loss magnetic chiral dichroism
In order to understand the details of the metamagnetic phase transformation
and the magnetic state of the martensite phase in magnetocaloric Heusler
compounds one approach is to use element specific magnetic probes. X-
ray magnetic circular dichroism measures the differential absorption of
circularly polarized X-rays with different helicity near the absorption edges
of the material and is a well established technique to study element specific
magnetic moments.[115]
Figure 7.1 shows X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and XMCD spectra
of Mn, Co, and Ni taken at the L2,3 edges of the substrate constrained film
Al-17.8 measured at the Advanced Light Source, Berkeley, beamline 4.0.2 in
total electron yield mode. During measurement a magnetic field of ±0.5 T
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Figure 7.1. XAS (upper panel) and XMCD (lower panel) spectra of (a) Mn, (b)
Co, and (c) Ni of Al-17.8 measured in total electron yield mode at 150 K. The Mn
spectrum clearly shows fine structure features originating from surface oxide.
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Figure 7.2. Element specific temper-
ature dependence of the XMCD for
cooling (filled symbols) and heating
(open symbols). The XMCD signal
is clearly correlated with M(T) (cf.
Fig. 5.11(c)) and reveals the marten-
sitic transformation.
was applied and the spectra were taken in the martensite state at 150 K. In
the Mn spectrum (Fig.7.1(a)), clear features originating from Mn multiplet
are visible, which are an indicator of an oxidized surface. So the 2 nm MgO
capping layer did not completely prevent surface oxidation of the Heusler
layer. As a result a quantitative sum rule analysis of the XMCD spectra is not
possible. The reasons for the oxidation may have been damage of the MgO
capping caused by the martensitic transformation or humidity.
In Fig. 7.2 the XMCD signal amplitude is shown, which is an approximate
measure for the difference in spin density of unoccupied states.[115] It is
visible that a qualitative agreement with the M(T ) measurements exists and
the martensitic transformation is revealed in the XMCD signal amplitude.
However, although the Mn moment carries the largest magnetic moment,
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Figure 7.3. Simulated thickness dependence of the EMCD signal of Ni2MnSn with
[001] zone axis for (a) (200) and (b) (220) systematic row condition. Taken from
Hetaba [116].
the XMCD signal is the smallest. This is probably caused by the oxidation
which is most pronounced in the Mn XAS. So, in order to obtain the element
specific magnetic moments, a new sample series will be prepared where
surface oxidation will be prevented by choosing a more robust capping layer
material.
Another powerful, though not yet well established element specific probe is
the TEM technique EMCD, which is the electron equivalent to XMCD. Instead
of circular polarized XAS it is based on electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(EELS) measurements with different helicities. Since the probe is an electron
beam EMCD allows for much higher spatial resolution than XMCD; however,
it is a transmission technique which requires the preparation of thin samples.
These are usually cut from a conventional substrate constrained thin film or
bulk sample using a focused ion beam system. Moreover, the exact thickness
of the specimen is crucial for the EMCD signal because of the strong interac-
tion of the electron beam and the material, which results in strong thickness
dependence of the EMCD signal (cf. Fig. 7.3).
Recently, several EMCD analyses of magnetocaloric Heusler compounds
were conducted by W. Hetaba at TU Wien, on specimens which were cut
from substrate constrained films or bulk material. One major problem with
this kind of sample preparation for thin films undergoing a martensitic
transformation is that the sample geometry is changed from a sample which is
small in only one dimension to a TEM lamella that is small in two dimensions.
The reduced size can hinder the martensitic transformation, and therefore
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the transformation temperatures of the original thin film and the TEM lamella
can differ. Another uncertainty comes from the use of Ga ions in the focused
ion beam which can locally alter the composition and hence also changes the
transformation temperatures. As a result, in many specimens the martensitic
transformation was completely suppressed.
Single crystalline freestanding thin films, however, represent the ideal
sample geometry for EMCD measurements because of the simplicity of the
sample preparation and the well known and uniform thickness of the film.
The transformation temperatures of the freestanding film are in fact different
from the substrate constrained one but can easily be determined, e.g., by
temperature dependent XRD measurement prior to the EMCD studies.
Therefore, in future studies thin (< 50nm) freestanding films should
be tested for EMCD studies where the substrate constrained counterpart
can be examined by XMCD for direct comparison in order to study the
element specific magnetic properties of the material and to advance the
EMCD technique.
7.2 Pump-probe spectroscopy
The unique advantages of single crystalline freestanding films (fixed crystal
orientation, uniform thickness, and easily detectable transformation tempera-
tures) offer optimum conditions for pump-probe spectroscopy measurements
because the whole sample thickness can be optically heated by a femtosecond
laserpulse. With this method, the timescale of the martensitic transformation
can be detected using time resolved electron diffraction and observing the
intensity of the martensitic diffraction peaks as shown in Fig. 7.4. This first
measurement, done by Nic Erasmus at Stellenbosch University on a 48 nm
thick Ni57.5Mn19.5Ga23 film indicates a timescale of a 400 fs for the martensitic
transformation. The experiments will be continued in collaboration with the
groups of Prof. Dr. Mehmet Acet (University of Duisburg-Essen) and Prof.
Dr. Petra Rudolf (University of Groningen).
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7.2 Pump-probe spectroscopy
Figure 7.4. Pump-probe spectroscopy. Time resolved electron diffraction measure-
ments of a 48 nm thick Ni57.5Mn19.5Ga23 film with different pumping flux densities.
∆I/I0 describes the relative change in the intensity of the marked satellite peak
belonging to the martensite phase.
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